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HERE ARE SOME GREAT NEW RELEASES FROM AUSTRALIAN AUTHORS THAT WE HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR! 
THE OBSESSIONS OF LORD GODREY CAVANAUGH – STEPHANIE LAURENS 
BOOK #4 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Start with The Designs Of Lord Randolph Cavanaugh. Lord Godfrey Cavanaugh has no thoughts of marrying as he drives into North 
Yorkshire on a plum commission for the National Gallery to authenticate a Renaissance painting the gallery wishes to purchase. Then a 
snow storm sweeps in, and Godfrey barely manages to haul himself, his groom, and his horses to their destination. Elinor Hinckley, eldest 
daughter of Hinckley Hall, stalwart defender of the family, right arm to her invalid father, and established spinster knows full well how 
much her family has riding on the sale of the painting and throws herself into nursing the initially delirious gentleman who holds her fami-
ly's future in his hands. But Godfrey proves to be a far from easy patient. Through Ellie's and her siblings' efforts to keep him entertained 
and abed, Godfrey grows to know the family, appreciating and, ultimately, being drawn into family life of a sort he's never known. Even-

tually, to everyone's relief, he recovers sufficiently to assess the painting--only to discover that nothing, but nothing, is as it seems. Someone has plans, 
someone other than the Hinckleys, but who is pulling the strings is a mystery that Godfrey and Ellie find near-impossible to solve. Every suspect 
proves to have perfectly understandable, albeit hidden reasons for their behavior, and Godfrey and Ellie remain baffled. Until the villain, panicked by 
their inquiries, strikes--directly at them--and forces them both to acknowledge what has grown to be the most important thing in their lives. Both are 
natural defenders of the weak and neither will give up. Together they battle to save not just themselves, not just her family, but their futures. Hers, his, 
and theirs. 

 
DEADLY VOWS – KERI ARTHUR 
BOOK #6 $35.00 TRADE PACK  
Start with Blood Kissed. When the body of a newlywed is discovered on the reservation, Lizzie Grace throws herself into the investiga-
tion, needing a distraction from what she knows is coming not only for her but also for Belle, her best friend and witch familiar. But as 
the body count grows and a desperate race begins to track down a supernatural entity capable of powerful magic, it becomes evident an-
other deadly game has begun--one they may not win. Because the past--and the man--they ran from thirteen years ago has finally caught 
up with them. And he's out for revenge. 

 
THE UNBOUND QUEEN – MJ SCOTT 
BOOK #3 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Book #1 The Shattered Court, Book #2 The Forbidden Heir. Lady Sophie Mackenzie might be fifth in line to the Anglion throne but she 
never wanted to rule. But she's bound to a demon, gifted with forbidden magic, and under threat from those who would use her unusual 
power for themselves. And now her hopes of finding peace in exile have been shattered by visions of a terrible darkness gnawing at the 
heart of her homeland. Then the emperor of Illvya makes her an offer she can't refuse--return home and overthrow the queen of Anglion, 
or lose everything she holds dear. To face down the darkness and save her husband and everyone she loves, she may have to betray the 
country--and the queen--she once served and play the games of power she never wanted any part of. But can she play them to win... 

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Rosemarys-Romance-Books/124755457542021
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Rosemarys-Romance-Books/124755457542021
http://twitter.com/#!/inforosemarys


 

DEBBIE MACOMBER HAS TWO 
POIGNANT RERELEASES 
ALMOST HOME 
$24.95 *REPRINT* (ORIG 07/09) 
"The Marrying Kind" by Debbie 
Macomber  High school sweethearts 
Katie and Jason haven't seen each 
other in ten years-and now she's 
walked back into his life. With one 
look, the love they shared comes 

flooding back--only now the odds seem stacked 
against them. But when something's meant to be, 
all bets are off "Whale Island" by Cathy Lamb 
Family secrets and imposing friends are making 
Chalese feel like an outsider in her very own home 
on beautiful Whale Island. But it's only when a 
shocking revelation makes her feel truly lost that 
she opens her heart to the possibilities the past 
offers--including a chance at love with the last 
man she expected.  "Queen Of Hearts" by Judy 
Duarte Her high school reunion is coming up, and 
advice columnist Jenn Kramer couldn't be 
dreading it more--until she lays eyes on Marcos. 
Jenn hardly noticed him when they were kids, but 
now he's all grown up... and how deliciously he's 
changed. “The Honey moon House" by Mary 
Carter It doesn't get more romantic than Andy 
Beck's cottage on Martha's Vineyard. But love is 
the last thing on his mind--he just wants to get the 
cottage ready for his best friend's honeymoon. At 
least that's the plan, until he finds the gorgeous 
Maid of Honor ransacking his house--in the most 
irresistible way . . .  

FOUR BRIDES 
$24.95 *REISSUE* 
Originally published as “Three Brides 
No Groom” in 08/97. When three 
friends meet again at their fifteen-year 
class reunion, they reveal that their lives 
have taken unexpected directions. Back 
in their college days, Gretchen Wise 

had been engaged to a top law student. Carol 
Furness, head cheerleader, had said yes to the 
school's football hero. And Maddie Cobain was 
the girl who'd fallen for a professor. Now the 
three of them gather where promises were 
made...and broken. As the women reconnect, they 
share stories of disappointment, rediscovery and, 
finally, new love. Includes “An Alaskan 
Wedding” by Jennifer Snow Book #1.5 Aurora 
Klein is back in Wild River to serve as maid of 
honor at her best friend's wedding, but how can 
she keep herself together when the town holds so 
many memories of her ex-boyfriend Tyler 
Forrester--who also happens to be the best man?  

STEALING HOME – SHERRYL 
WOODS  
BOOK #1 $24.95 *REISSUE* 
(ORIG 01/07) Now on Netflix 
Maddie Townsend might live in a 
town called Serenity and have the best 
friends a woman could ask for, but her 
life is overturned when her husband 

leaves her for a younger woman. With her three 
children heartbroken from the change, Maddie has 
a lot to contend with. On top of it all, after years 
outside the workforce, she must dust off her 
business skills to take charge of her best friends' 
newest project--planning the town's only fitness 
spa for women. When her son's developing anger 
issues begin to affect his passion for baseball, 
Maddie knows she must step in to help. She didn't 
expect to develop feelings for her son's coach, the 
handsome Cal Maddox, and to learn he has 
feelings for her, too. But gossip travels quickly in a 
small town, and Maddie and Cal's relationship may 
threaten both their reputations and careers. Then 
again, he could be the one man in all of South 
Carolina who can help her find serenity after all. 
 
THE SUMMER HOUSE – JENNY HALE  

$19.95 *REPACK* 
Jenny Hale writes Hallmark 
movies including Coming Home 
for Christmas and Christmas 
Wishes and Mistletoe Kisses.  
Callie Weaver and her best friend 
Olivia Dixon have finally done it: put 
their life savings into the beach 

house they admired through childhood summers, 
on the dazzling white sand of North Carolina's 
Outer Banks. They're going to buff the salt from 
its windows, paint its sun-bleached sidings, and 
open it as a bed and breakfast.  
Callie's too busy to think about her love life, but 
when she catches the attention of local 
heartthrob Luke Sullivan, his blue eyes and easy 
smile make it hard to say no. He's heir to his 
father's real estate empire, and the papers say he's 
just another playboy. But as they laugh in the 
ocean waves, Callie realizes there's more to this 
man than money and good looks. Just when true 
happiness seems within reach, Callie and Olivia 
find a diary full of secrets . . . secrets that stretch 
across the island and have the power to turn lives 
upside down. As Callie reads, she unravels a 
mystery that makes her heart drop through the 
floor. Will Callie and Luke be pulled apart by the 
storm the diary unleashes, or can true love save 
them. 

HERE ARE TWO MORE DIANA 
PALMER REISSUIES 
A CATTLEMANS HONOR 
$19.95 *REISSUE* 
“Nelson's Brand”  (Orig 12/90) 
When Gene Nelson discovered the 
truth about his family, he realized his 
whole life was a lie. Ever since, the 

rancher has been footloose and reckless, treating 
romantic entanglements as entertaining 
distractions. The minute he saw Allison Hathoway, 
he knew he wanted her. But there was something 
different about Allison. “The Wedding in 
White” (Orig 09/00) Schoolteacher Natalie 
Brock's life changed forever when she met rancher 
Mack Killain. Ever since that first kiss, Natalie 
knew Mack was the only man for her. Trouble 
was, the rough-edged loner had sworn off 
marriage, and told her so on more than one 
occasion. But Natalie would not settle for anything 

less than all his love! 
LONG TALL TEXANS  
BOOK #38&41 $19.95 *REISSUE* 
“Tough To Tame” (Orig 04/10) 
Welcomes you back to Jacobsville to 
become reacquainted with Bentley 
Rydel. He lives hard and loves fiercely 
but sometimes it takes the right 

woman to make a man a hero. “True Blue” (Orig 
01/11) Rick Marquez has never met a case he 
couldn't solve or a woman he couldn't charm. But 
this smooth-talking Texan is about to meet the 
one woman who'll lasso him-body and soul! 

 
SUMMER ON HONEYSUCKLE 
RIDGE – DEBBIE MASON  
BOOK #1 $19.95 
In a short time Abby Everhart has 
gone from being a top media influencer 
to an unemployed divorcée living out 
of her car. So inheriting her great-aunt's 

homestead comes at the perfect time. Abby heads 
to Highland Falls to spruce up Honeysuckle Farm 
before putting it on the market for some much-
needed cash. But instead of finding a charming 
getaway, she discovers a serious fixer-upper, 
complete with a leaky roof, overgrown yard, and a 
reclusive man living on the property. Ex-Delta 
Force soldier Hunter MacKenzie has faced war 
and loss, but nothing has quite prepared him for 
the redhead who's determined to turn his life 
upside down. Hunter doesn't want to get involved 
with anyone, especially a city girl who plans to sell 
the only place he's ever felt at home. But the 
sparks between them are undeniable.  

DANCE AWAY WITH ME – 
SUSAN ELIZABETH 
PHILLIPS  
$47.95 H/COVER 
When life throws her one setback 
too many, midwife and young 
widow Tess Hartsong takes off 
for Runaway Mountain. In this 

small town high in the Tennessee mountains, 
surrounded by nature, she hopes to outrun her 
heartbreak and find the solace she needs to heal. 
But instead of peace and quiet, she encounters an 
enigmatic artist with a craving for solitude, a fairy-
tale sprite with too many secrets, a helpless infant, 
a passel of curious teens, and a town suspicious of 
outsiders, especially one as headstrong as Tess. 
Just as headstrong, is Ian North, a difficult, gifted 
man with a tortured soul--a man who makes Tess 
question everything. In running away to this new 
life, Tess wonders-- Has she lost herself . . . or has 
she found her future?  
 
 

NELL—ANNIE SEATON  
BOOK #3 $29.95 TRADE P/
BACK 
Book #1 Pippa, Book #2 Eliza. Nell 
O'Leary sees the world in a logical 
way, and she's content managing her 
friend, Pippa's eco-resort. She holds a 
secret from her past and is painfully 

insecure around the opposite sex. When Nell runs 
into a technical problem at the resort, she contacts 
a computer company, and is dismayed to find the 
owner is her former friend, Nat Dwyer. Nat was 
at university with her but that's the only thing he 
and Nell have in common. Even though they had 
once been good friends, Nat was a womaniser-
with no intention of ever settling down. When 
Nell asks Nat to help onsite, the help he offers 
takes a personal turn. But the last thing Nat 
expects is to fall in love with this quiet 
woman.Nell fights her growing feelings; there is 
no way she would ever trust Nat. Can Nell 
overcome her lack of trust or is her past destined 
to cause them heartache? 

THE BANTY HOUSE—
CAROLYN BROWN  
$29.95 TRADE P/BACK  
In the fading town of Rooster, Texas, all 
that's really left is a service station, a 
church and the Banty House, a long-ago 
Depression-era brothel. For more than 
seventy-five years, Betsy, Connie, and 

Kate Carson have called their mama's house a 
home. The three eccentric sisters get by just fine 
with their homemade jams and jellies, a little 
moonshine on the side, and big hearts always 
open to strangers. Like Ginger Andrews. An 
abandoned teen with a baby on the way and 
nowhere to go, she's given a room to call her own 
for as long as she wants. The kind invitation is 
made all the sweeter when Ginger meets the 
sisters' young handyman, Sloan Baker. But with a 
past as broken as Ginger's, he's vowed never to 
get close to anyone again. As a season of change 
unfolds, Ginger and Sloan might discover a warm 
haven to heal in the Banty House, a place to 
finally belong, where hope and dreams never fade. 
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THE COWBOY MEETS HIS 
MATCH—JESSICA CLARE  
BOOK #4 $19.95 
Start with All I Want For 
Christmas Is A Cowboy. Single 
father Henry "Hank" Watson is a 
fresh transplant from Alaska to 

Wyoming. He doesn't want anything more from 
life than to put in a good day's work, then go 
home to his daughter, Libby. But when Libby 
needs some emergency work done on her curls 
thanks to a gum incident, Hank's out of his 
depth. He takes his daughter into town where 
he meets Becca, the local salon owner. Becca's 
still nursing a broken heart after her ex dangled 
marriage in front of her, then bailed a few days 
before the wedding. She's done with men or so 
she thinks. When she meets Hank and his little 
girl, she realizes that they need her help with 
more than just hair. It's clear they both need a 
woman in their lives. Everyone in town believes 
Hank is too gruff for But what they don't 
understand is that he makes Becca feel loved. 
She can see a future with him and his adorable 
daughter if they don't move back to Alaska. 

FIRST KISS WITH 
A COWBOY—SARA 
RICHARDSON  
BOOK #1 $19.95 
Shy and sensible romance writer 
Jane Harding's carefully ordered 
life is crumbling around her. With 
her latest novel due and her 

teaching contract at an end, returning home to 
help plan her best friend's wedding is a welcome 
distraction. Yet when Jane discovers that the 
too-hot-to-handle boy who once tempted her is 
now the best man -- and the rodeo circuit's 
sexiest bull rider -- her distraction is in danger 
of becoming a disaster. Toby Garrett is no 
stranger to risk. But this latest injury could end 
his rodeo career for good. Thankfully, his 
recovery at home isn't as awful as he'd 
imagined, especially when he comes face-to-face 
with Jane. The kiss they once shared still fuels 
his fantasies, but when she walked away, he let 
her go. Now Toby is determined to fix his 
mistakes. Can this sweet-talking cowboy prove 
that the passion still burning between them is 
worth braving the odds? 

THE PRICE – JOAN 
JOHNSTONE  
BOOK #4 $24.95 *REISSUE* 
(ORIG 01/03) 
Start with the Men Of Bitter 
Creek. Luke Creed has sacrificed 
everything for his career at the 
prestigious law firm DeWitt & 

Blackthorne: a chance to run his family's 
ranching empire, his marriage, and even time 
with his two daughters. Defending a major 
client in a wrongful death case, Luke crosses 
paths with his high school sweetheart, Amy 
Hazeltine Nash, an advocate for the bereaved 
plaintiff. Now, Luke and Amy are divided by 
forces beyond themselves--and overcome by an 
all-consuming desire. But when the case takes a 
deadly twist, Luke delves into a dangerous web 
of corruption that may place his life in jeopardy-
-and may also target the one woman who loves 
Luke for who he really is: rebel, cowboy, loner, 
and lover. 
 
 
 

FIRST LOVE SECOND CHANCE – BRENDA NOVAK  
$19.95 *REISSUE* 
Orig published as “A Family Of Her Own” in 04/04. When 
Katie Rogers returns to Dundee, Idaho, it's not because she 
wants to. It's because she's disillusioned, broke and pregnant. 
She was going to make something of her life in the big city. 
Instead, she's paying the price for trusting the wrong man. 
Booker Robinson is the man she didn't trust, the man she'd 
left behind in Dundee and the first person she sees when she 

comes back. But despite Booker's past, he now has a successful business 
and a home of his own. Katie's vowed she'll never trust the wrong man 
again. But sometimes a man isn't everything he seems. And sometimes 
he's more. Also includes “Temperatures Rising” by Brenda Jackson 
(Orig 04/09) As a hurricane hits the Florida Keys, Sherri Griffin and 
Terrence Jeffries are stranded together, making their own shelter from the 
storm-and walking right into the eye of a hurricane of passion. 
 
BREAKFAST AT HONEY CREEK CAFE – JODI THOMAS  

BOOK #1 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK  
Piper Jane Mackenzie, mayor of Honey Creek, won't let a 
scandal rip her hometown apart, or jeopardize her dream of 
one day running for higher office. So she's willing to 
welcome undercover detective Colby McBride, hired to help 
solve the mystery behind her wannabe fiancé's disappearance. 
Colby's cover? That he is an old boyfriend now begging 
Piper for a second chance-always when there are plenty of 

townsfolk around to witness his shenanigans. Piper hardly knows whether 
to laugh or cry, especially when she finds herself drawn to the him. He's 
not the only newcomer she has to deal with. There's a new interim 
preacher in town, Sam Cassidy. Drifting from one assignment to another 
since his one love died, Sam isn't sure he's the right fit for Honey Creek. 
But as Piper knows, this is a place chock-full of surprises. And if she can 
keep her town and her heart from going off the rails, there may be an 
unexpected future in store. 

 
ALWAYS A BRIDESMAID – CINDI MADSEN  
BOOK #2 $19.95 
Book #1 Just One Of The Groomsmen. Violet Abrams may 
have been a bridesmaid no less than seven times, but her 
wedding day was near. Until her longtime boyfriend left her 
for someone else. That's just fine-she has her photography 
and a new project redesigning her sister's bakery to keep her 

happy and fulfilled. Fast-forward to the day of his wedding, when Violet 
might have accidentally, totally not on purpose, started a fire. Officially 
the worst day ever. Firefighter Ford Maguire thought he'd seen it all. Until 
he's called out because someone tried to set the local bakery on fire with a 
wedding magazine? The little arsonist might be the cutest woman he's 
ever seen, but he's too career-focused to consider something serious. Still, 
Violet seems like a great person to help him navigate his upcoming "man 
of honor" duties in his best friend's wedding. Pretty soon, Violet is giving 
him lessons on all things weddings, she's helping him train his rescue-dog 
recruit puppies and weaving her way seamlessly into his lone-wolf lifestyle. 
But forever is the last thing on Ford's mind, and if there's one thing a 
perpetual bridesmaid knows, it's the importance of a happily ever after. 

DREAM MAKER – KRISTEN ASHLEY  
BOOK #1 $19.95  
Evan "Evie" Gardiner has spent her whole life being the 
responsible one in her family, but enough is enough. It's time 
to pursue her own dreams. Evie's finally going to finish that 
engineering degree she's been working toward. But first she 
needs to come up with the money to pay for tuition. 
Working as a dancer at Smithie's club seems like the perfect 

solution to her problems until her family lands in yet another scrape and 
comes to Evie for help. Only, this time, her family's recklessness is risking 
more than her dreams-it's endangering her life. Daniel "Mag" Magnusson 
knows a thing or two about desperation and disappointment, but no one 
notices that his good looks and quick wit hide the painful memories that 
haunt him. When Evie's family puts her in danger, Mag insists on offering 
Evie his protection. He has the skills to guard Evie's life, but as they grow 
closer, Mag realizes he'll need to come face-to-face with his demons to 
prove himself as the man who will protect her heart. 
 

SIT STAY SPEAK – ANNIE ENGLAND NOBLIN  
$19.95 
Tragedy sent Addie Andrews fleeing from Chicago to the 
shelter of an unexpected inheritance--her beloved aunt's 
somewhat dilapidated home in Eunice, Arkansas, population 
very tiny. There she reconnects with some of her most 
cherished childhood memories. If only they didn't make her 
feel so much! People say nothing happens in small towns, but 

Addie quickly learns better. She's got an elderly next-door neighbor who 
perplexingly dances outside in his underwear, a house needing more work 
than she has money, a best friend whose son uncannily predicts the 
weather, and a local drug dealer holding a massive grudge against her. 
Most surprising of all, she's got a dog. Not just any dog, but a bedraggled 
puppy she discovered abandoned, lost, and in desperate need of love. 
Kind of like Addie herself. She'd come to Eunice hoping to hide from the 
world, but soon she discovers that perhaps she's finding her way back--to 
living, laughing, and loving once more. 
 

NOAH—MELODY ANNE  
BOOK #2 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK  
Book #1 Finn. Salt-of-the-earth navy veteran Noah 
Anderson is just starting to understand what it means to be 
exceedingly wealthy. Since he and his four brothers received 
a huge payout from their long-lost billionaire uncle, they've 
been hard at work building a new veterans center--and hard 
at play with the lovely ladies in their lives. Noah, in charge of 
designing the center, has been mostly focused on work. 

However, coarchitect Sarah Jennings commands more of his attention all 
the time. Sparks fly whenever they're together, but she's wary--even afraid-
-of love, and Noah isn't the biggest fan of commitment. When they reach 
a creative roadblock, Noah and Sarah decide to jet across the United 
States and study the buildings that most influence them. The trip quickly 
inspires more than just a love of architecture, and with a little help from 
Uncle Joseph, the reluctant couple gets ever closer to discovering what 
they're really looking for. 
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AMBUSH BEFORE SUNRISE —BJ DANIELS  
BOOK #3 $19.95 
Book #1 Restless Heart, Book #2 Heartbreaker. Wrangler Angus 
Savage has come to Wyoming to help Jinx McCallahan get her 
cattle to high country. He's signed on for the dangerous drive, 
eager to reconnect with the woman he knew when they were 
kids. Now in the wilderness the no-nonsense cowboy and the 
strong-willed rancher must navigate the trail's many hazards--like 

her treacherous ex who wants her back...or dead. Includes “Gun-Shy 
Bride” (Orig 04/10) The discovery of human bones by the Winchester 
Ranch rocked the small town and its deputy sheriff, McCall Winchester. The 
grave held answers to questions that had long haunted her, and nothing 
would stop her from getting them...not even the return of Luke Crawford. 
 

PERIL ON THE RANCH – FOSSEN/HELM 
$19.95 *REISSUE* 
“Always a Lawman” by Delores Fossen (Orig 11/17) Ten years 
ago, Sheriff Gabriel Beckett helped convict the man who 
murdered his parents. Now terror has returned to town and the 
woman who escaped the attack is a target again. Jodi Canton 
loved Gabriel--until that love was shattered with his parents' 
murder and her father's conviction. Drawing out the real killer 

puts her life on the line, but Gabriel's protection puts her heart in danger. 
“Wyoming Cowboy Protection” by Nicole Helm (Orig 10/18) Noah 
Carson didn't plan to have a woman and a baby under his roof. But his new 
housekeeper is in danger, and the solitary Wyoming rancher will do whatever 
it takes to protect Addie Foster and her nephew. But he doesn't know who 
she's running from. What he does know is the longer Addie and Seth stay, 
the more he believes they belong here--with him. 

CHECK OUT THIS SERIES THAT WE HAVE JUST 
DISCOVERED BY MARGARET KIRK  

SHADOW MAN  
BOOK #1 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK 
Just before her wedding day, Morven Murray, queen of 
daytime TV, is found murdered. All eyes are on her sister 
Anna, who was heard arguing with her hours before she was 
killed. On the other side of Inverness, police informant Kevin 
Ramsay is killed in a gangland-style execution. But what 
exactly did he know? As ex-Met Detective Inspector Lukas 

Mahler digs deeper into both cases, he discovers that Morven's life was 
closer to the Inverness underworld than anyone imagined. Caught in a 
deadly game of cat and mouse, is Lukas hunting one killer, or two? 

 
WHAT LIES BURIED 
BOOK #2 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK 
Ten year-old Erin is missing; taken in broad daylight during a 
friend's birthday party. With no witnesses and no leads, DI 
Lukas Mahler races against time to find her. But is it already 
too late for Erin - and will her abductor stop at one stolen 
child? And the discovery of human remains on a construction 
site near Inverness confronts Mahler's team with a cold case 

from the 1940s. Was Aeneas Grant's murder linked to a nearby POW camp, 
or is there an even darker story to be uncovered? With his team stretched to 
the limit, Mahler's hunt for Erin's abductor takes him from Inverness to the 
Lake District. And decades-old family secrets link both casesin a shocking 
final twist. 
 

HIDEAWAY – NORA 
ROBERTS  
$32.99 TRADE P/BACK  
$47.95 H/COVER  
Caitlyn Sullivan had come from a 
long line of Hollywood royalty, 
stretching back to her Irish 
immigrant great-grandfather. At nine, 

she was already a star--yet still an innocent child 
who loved to play hide and seek with her cousins 
at the family home in Big Sur. It was during one 
of those games that she disappeared. Some may 
have considered her a pampered princess, but 
Cate was in fact a smart, scrappy fighter, and she 
managed to escape her abductors. Dillon Cooper 
was shocked to find the bloodied, exhausted girl 
huddled in his house--but when the teenager and 
his family heard her story they provided refuge, 
reuniting her with her loved ones. Cate's ordeal, 
though, was far from over. First came the 
discovery of a shocking betrayal that would send 
someone she'd trusted to prison. Then there were 
years spent away in western Ireland, peaceful and 
protected but with restlessness growing in her 
soul. Finally, she would return to Los Angeles, 
gathering the courage to act again and get past the 
trauma that had derailed her life. What she didn't 
yet know was that two seeds had been planted 
that long-ago night--one of a great love, and one 
of a terrible vengeance...  
 

THE PERSUASION – IRIS 
JOHANSEN  
BOOK #27 $47.95 H/COVER 
Start with The Face Of Deception. 
When Eve Duncan's daughter, 
Jane MacGuire, becomes a killer's 
target, Jane must team up with 
longtime love interest Seth Caleb in 

this suspenseful novel from the #1 bestselling 
author of Smokescreen.Forensic sculptor Eve 
Duncan and ex-Navy Seal Joe Quinn are about to 
give Seth Caleb their trust for the most important 
duty of his life: keeping their daughter, Jane, safe 
at any cost. Her talent as an artist has caught the 
attention of a brilliant psychopath with a violent 
past.Seth, Jane's strongest ally and fiercest 
protector, is determined to keep her out of 
danger, but that becomes nearly impossible when 
Jane is forced to take matters into her own hands 
and confronts the madman who wants her for 
himself...and wants Seth Caleb dead.As Jane and 
Seth chase down their blood-thirsty adversary, 
they also have to reckon with their own epic love 
story. Can they finally commit to a life together, 
no matter how uncertain? As the two come face 
to face with danger, one thing is made clear: it will 
take both of them to confront and defeat this evil. 
 
 
 
 

MISSION HER SHIELD—ANNA 
HACKETT  
BOOK #7 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Start with Mission Her Protection. 
She's the one woman he's always 
wanted and the one woman he'll never 
let himself have, but a former Delta 
Force soldier will risk everything to 

save his covert team's beautiful archeologist. Axel 
Diaz knows that fighting the bad guys requires 
getting down in the muck. He's done too much 
and seen too much to ever inflict his nightmares 
on a woman. Especially a gorgeous, smart 
archeologist who ignites his blood like no one 
else. Axel focuses on his work with the covert, 
black ops Team 52. He'll work alongside Dr. 
Natalie Blackwell as they safeguard pieces of 
ancient technology, but he'll never let himself 
touch her. Then everything changes when Nat 
calls for help. Her archeology conference in 
Greece has gone horribly wrong. Dr. Natalie 
Blackwell loves her work with Team 52. A lonely 
childhood and an indifferent family have taught 
her to be independent. She's been attracted to 
Axel for a long time, but refuses to be another 
notch on his very notched bedpost. But when she 
finds herself in terrible danger, being hunted by 
something terrifying, all she wants around her are 
Axel's muscled arms. She is in the fight for her 
life, and she's praying her team-and the man she 
can't resist-can find her in time. 
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CHASING TROUBLE IN TEXAS—DELORES FOSSEN  
BOOK #2 $19.95 
Book #1 Tangled Up In Texas. Austin Jameson's life is 
complicated enough. With twin girls he adores and a ranch he's 
dedicated to, the widower and cowboy is more than busy. But 
when his former flame arrives in his hometown, his world is 
thrown off balance. Former child star McCall Dalton wants to 
run away--from her image and the scandal that has engulfed her. 
Brokenhearted and humiliated, she's come back home to Texas 

to escape. Austin doesn't find peace and McCall doesn't get refuge--instead 
they rediscover every delicious inch of one another. Before long, their 
budding romance must face a custody battle with Austin's in-laws and yet 
another scandal. Determined not to let each other go a second time, they 
set out to prove that it's true what they say: love really does conquer all. 

Coming next month… 
□ COWBOY STRONG – CAROLYN BROWN BK #6  

  □ NOTORIOUS – DIANA PALMER H/C   
□ RELENTLESS IN TEXAS—KARI LYNN DELL BK #6  

□ PUPPY KISSES—LUCY GILMORE BK #3  
□ WILD COWBOY NIGHTS—KATEE ROBERT  

□ DEFENDING RAVEN—SUSAN STOKER BK #6 T/P  
□ A COWBOY STATE OF MIND—JENNIE MARTS BK #1  

□ ROUGH CREEK—KAKI WARNER BK #1  
□ THE BEST MAN PLAN – JACI BURTON BK #1 

□ THE BAD BOY OF REDEMPTION RANCH—MAISEY YATES BK #10 
□ HIGH COUNTRY BRIDE – LINDA LAEL MILLER BK #1 

*REISSUE* 



HER DEADLY SECRETS—LAURA GRIFFIN  
BOOK #2 $24.95 *REPACK*  
Book #1 Desperate Girls. Private investigator Kira Vance 
spends her days navigating the intricate labyrinth of 
Houston's legal world, and she knows all of its shadowy 
players and dark secrets. On a seemingly normal day, she's 
delivering a report to her top client when suddenly 

everything goes sideways and the meeting ends in a bloodbath. Twenty-
four hours later, the police have no suspects but one thing is clear: a 
killer has Kira in his sights. Fiercely independent, Kira doesn't expect--or 
want--help from anyone, least of all an unscrupulous lawyer and his elite 
security team. Instead, she launches her own investigation, hoping to 
uncover the answers that have eluded the police. But as Kira's hunt for 
clues becomes more and more perilous, she realizes that she alone may 
hold the key to finding a vicious murderer. And she knows she must 
take help wherever she can find it if she wants to stay alive.  
 
COTTAGE AT THE BEACH— LEETOBIN MCLAIN  

BOOK #1 $19.95  
When an injury forces K-9 officer Trey Harrison onto the 
sidelines, his only thought is getting back to the police force 
where he belongs. And he'll do anything to make that happen
--even volunteer in a small waterfront community, just to 
please his boss. But no one ever said Trey had to enjoy it. 
Since the surgery that destroyed her dreams of having 
children, schoolteacher Erica Rowe has grown even more 

dedicated to her work with at-risk teens. So she doesn't need some cop 
with a chip on his shoulder putting the program's future in jeopardy. But 
when Trey finally connects with the students, Erica's heart melts. And 
when, in a tender moment, he admits he longs to have children, her 
heart breaks. She's convinced he'd be better off with someone who can 
give him everything, but she can't seem to shake the hope that maybe 
love is enough 

 
UNTIL THE END – JUNO RUSHDAN  
BOOK #3 $19.95 
Book #1 Every Last Breath,  Book #2 Nothing To Fear. 
Gray Box operative Castle Kinkade always gets the job done, 
no matter how tough the assignment. But when he agrees to 
protect white-hat hacker Kit Westcott, Castle's loyalty is 
tested like never before. Trapped in the closest of quarters, 

protective instincts flaring, he can feel the ice surrounding his heart 
melt...and he knows he'd do anything to keep Kit safe. Even defy the 
rules that shaped his life. Castle is the last person Kit should confide in, 
let alone be attracted to, but he's the only ally she has left. Under threat 
of imminent attack--and a chilling conspiracy that hits too close to home
--Castle and Kit are forced to put their hearts and lives on the line...and 
stop at nothing to face the greatest danger the world has ever known. 

BROKEN – REBECCA ZANETTI  
BOOK #3 $19.95 
Book #1 Taken, Book #2 Fallen. Former Navy SEAL 
Clarence Wolfe's unit was taken out with a land mine. Injured 
and devastated, he hasn't been quite right since. Worse, the 
tragedy was no accident. All Wolfe wants now is to take down 
the man responsible. In the meantime, he's good with being 

the muscle for the Deep Ops team--and leading a steamy no-strings-
attached personal life. Until one intriguing woman changes everything. 
Reporter Dana Mulberry is on a mission to avenge the death of a fellow 
journalist. She's finally hot on a trail--right to a sex club--where she runs 
into . . . Wolfe? It seems both their leads have led to the same spot. To 
keep from blowing their covers, they'll have to at least pretend to have a 
little fun. Trouble is, they genuinely like each other. And that's way too 
risky for Wolfe, specially when, to his surprise, Dana agrees. Drawn to 
each other in ways they can't understand, Wolfe and Dana keep it 
professional--until they're shot at one night. And when their adventures 
land them both at the heart of corruption in D.C.--and at odds in their 
missions--they'll have to dig deeper than ever to succeed in their quests--
and with each other. 
 
HOME OF THE BRAVE – RACHEL LEE/MELISSA SENATE  

$19.95 
“A Conard County Homecoming” by Rachel Lee 
Wounded in battle, Zane McLaren wants only to be left 
alone. He doesn't need pity, especially from his outgoing, 
dog-loving neighbor, Ashley Granger. But it seems Zane's 
affectionate golden retriever has other ideas about the 
decorated soldier and the teacher next door! And soon the 
Purple Heart recipient is having a hard time keeping his own 

heart under wraps. “A New Leash on Love” by Melissa Senate Army 
vet Matt Fielding is back--for good--and finding a puppy for his niece. 
He's also avoiding Claire Asher, his high school ex--spotted at the local 
animal shelter! He can't refuse her offer of puppy training, but soon their 
friendly reunion brings back memories of their teenage love, and sparks 
fly. Will their rekindled affair lead Matt to put a ring on it? 
 

WHAT SHE SAW—BARB HAN  
BOOK #6 $19.95 
Start with Cornered At Christmas. Deputy Courtney 
Foster's brief fling with Texas ranch owner Jordan Kent 
was her time-out after getting shot in the line of duty. 
Only now she's hunting a killer...and she's just discovered 
she's pregnant. Jordan will put everything on the line to 
work with Courtney and capture whoever has suddenly 

turned his sights on the mother-to-be. Before long, they're in a race 
against the clock to stop a murderer from obliterating all their futures. 
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NICOLE HELM CONTINUES HER 
BADLANDS SERIES 
BACKCOUNTRY ESCAPE  

BOOK #3 $19.95 
Book #1 South Dakota 
Showdown, Book #2 Covert 
Complication. When Badlands 
ranger Felicity Harrison finds 
two bodies while hiking, she's 
shocked to discover she's being 
framed for murder. Family friend 

and sheriff's deputy Gage Wyatt vows to help 
Felicity find the real killer. But their camping 
escape into the Badlands will mean facing the 
elements, their growing attraction and a 
madman who doesn't just want Felicity framed
--but silenced for good 

ISOLATED THREAT  
BOOK #4 $19.95 
Ever since he escaped his father's 
biker gang, sheriff's deputy Brady 
Wyatt has never looked back. 
Then Cecilia Mills asks Brady to 
help her hide a child from the 
delinquent crew. But when 
threats impact the safety of the 

makeshift family, will they find a way to 
protect themselves...or will the Sons of the 
Badlands take the child back into its dangerous 
grip?’ 

CHECK OUT  AMANDA STEVENS 
ECHO LAKE SERIES 

WITHOUT A TRACE  
BOOK #1 $19.95 
Rae Cavanaugh would do 
anything to find her kin. Even 
join forces with Tom Brannon. 
The disappearance of Rae 
Cavanaugh's sister rocked the 
community of Echo Lake. So when 

Rae's niece mysteriously goes missing fifteen 
years later, county sheriff Tom Brannon is 
determined to find her. But as the electricity 
between the two sparks, Rae soon discovers-
despite her misgivings-that Tom is the only 
one she can trust. 

A DESPERATE SEARCH  
BOOK #2 $19.95 
Detective Adam Thayer is 
devastated when he arrives too 
late to save his friend who had 
called for help. But a series of 
obscure clues brings Adam to 
coroner Nikki Dresden, who's 

eager to determine if one of the town's 
most beloved citizens was murdered. Now 
they must work together to unravel a deadly 
web of lies and greed...or die trying.  
 
 

THE MULTI AUTHOR TCD 
SERIES CONTINUES! 
MIDNIGHT ABDUCTION—
NICOLE SEVERN  
BOOK #3 $19.95 
Book #1 48 Hour Lockdown by Carla 
Cassidy, Book #2 Secret Investigations 
by Elizabeth Heiter. When Benning 

Reeves's twins are kidnapped, the father 
knows who can help: the Tactical Crime 
Division and Ana Ramirez. Even though Ana 
once shattered his heart, the special agent is 
the only one he can trust. But Ana is still 
tormented by the unresolved case that brought 
them together years before-a case somehow 
entangled with Benning's children. It's up to 
the TCD and Ana to discover why. 

RUNNING OUT OF TIME – 
CINDI MYERS  
BOOK #4 $19.95 
To find out who poisoned medications, 
two of TCD's agents are tapped to go 
undercover posing as a married couple 
and infiltrate the company. But as soon 
as Jace Cantrell and Laura Smith arrive at 

Stroud Pharmaceuticals, someone ups the ante 
by planting explosives. Turns out that the 
small-town family business is hiding a million 
secrets. Could they unknowingly be protecting 
a vengeful killer? 
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LAST GIRL STANDING – 
LISA JACKSON/NANCY 
BUSH 
$24.95 
At Bristol High they were an 
elite clique known as the Five 
Firsts: Amanda, Bailey, Carmen, 
Delta and Zora ABCD & Z. 

They could have accepted their classmate, 
Emmy, as "E", but with her bookish 
disposition and her embarrassing status of 
scholarship student to boot, they rejected her 
and chose wealthy Zora instead. At a pre-
graduation party just before the end of senior 
year, Lance Ventura, the hottest guy in school, 
falls down an embankment toward the river 
and is barely rescued in time to save his life. 
One of the Five Firsts, Carman, rushes to save 
him, but isn't so lucky. Her sudden death 
causes a community to mourn and rumors of 
foul play to swirl, but the tragedy is ruled an 
accident. Fast forward ten years and the 
classmates all meet again at the high school 
reunion. Some of them have had good 
fortune in their lives. Others, not so much. 
 

FINDING HER HERO – 
JOANN ROSS/MICHELLE 
MAJOR  
$19.95 
“It Happened One Week” by 
JoAnn Ross Smugglers' Inn was 
once a refuge for Amanda 
Stockenberg and a place to find 

love. Now, ten years later, Amanda is back, 
this time for a corporate retreat. Dane Cutter 
is still working at the inn-and still as 
dangerous to her equilibrium as ever. 
Suddenly, Amanda isn't sure what she wants. 
She has one week to choose between 
achieving all her dreams or reuniting with the 
man she never stopped loving. “Romancing 
the Wallflower” by Michelle Major 
Kindergarten teacher Erin MacDonald isn't 
the type to make the first move on a man-
especially David McCay, her secret crush. But 
when a crisis involving one of her pupils 
offers a chance to help the pro baseballer 
turned brewery owner, Erin makes a shocking 
suggestion! David is nobody's hero. So why 
can't he convince Erin that she deserves 
better? 
 

CAROL ERICSON HAS A NEW SERIES 
EVASIVE ACTION   
BOOK #1 $19.95 
Minutes before her wedding, April 
Hart learns her fiancé is a drug lord. 
Now the only person she can trust is 
a man from her past-border patrol 
agent Clay Archer. Two years ago 
April left Clay at the altar to keep him 

out of the grip of her family. This time, Clay is 
determined to guard April. But the truth will 
plunge them into a brutal endgame where 
safety equals merciless betrayal. 

CHAIN OF CUSTODY 
BOOK #2 $19.95 
When Nash Dillon's childhood 
friend leaves a baby on his doorstep, 
his days become unpredictable. 
Thankfully, Emily Lang, an 
undercover investigator posing as a 
nanny, comes to his rescue. But 

once he discovers why Emily is really there-
and that both her and the baby's life are in 
danger-he unleashes every skill in his law 
enforcement arsenal to keep them out of 
harm's way. Especially once it leads them 
down a very deadly path. 
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KILLER CHARDONNAY – KATE LANSING  
BOOK #1 $19.95 
Parker Valentine has always dreamed of opening her own 
winery in her hometown of Boulder, Colorado. But she gets 
more than she bargained for when a food and wine critic 
unexpectedly shows up at Vino Valentine on opening day. A 
negative review could be fatal for her business, and not only 
does he seem to hate her chardonnay, he also collapses and 

dies shortly after drinking it. Although Parker hoped that the attendees 
would put a cork in it, soon her winery is at the center of a social media 
firestorm. With #killerchardonnay trending online, Parker's business is in 
danger of closing, and she has no choice but to investigate the murder 
herself. To restore her reputation, catch a killer, and keep her struggling 
business open, Parker needs only one thing: some good proof. 

 
DEATH BY AUCTION – ALEXIS MORGAN  
BOOK #3 $19.95 
Book #1 Death By Committee, Book #2 Death By Jack O 
Lantern. It's hard to say no to Tripp Blackston. That's how 
Abby found herself on yet another committee, organizing a 
bachelors' auction to raise money for Tripp's veterans group. 
The former Special Forces soldier is mortified when Abby 
enlists him to be one of the prizes, but she has a covert plan to 

bid on him herself. Before she can, she's foiled by a sniper bid from a 
gorgeous stranger, who turns out to be Tripp's ex-wife, Valerie. Still reeling 
from the shock that Tripp was married and wondering what his ex is 
suddenly doing in town, Abby goes looking to pay the auction's emcee, 
radio personality Bryce Cadigan. She finds him in the parking lot, dead in his 
car. Valerie appears to be the last one to have seen Bryce alive, so she's the 
cops' best bid for suspect. When she asks Tripp for help--and lodgings--it's 
Abby's turn to block by inviting Val to stay with her. But did she just open 
her home to a murderer? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CHECK OUT SHEILA CONNOLLY’S VICTORIAN 
VILLAGE SERIES  
MURDER AT THE MANSION 
BOOK #1 $19.95 
Katherine Hamilton never wanted to return to her dead-end 
hometown. But when she is called in to help save Asheboro 
from going bankrupt, Kate can't refuse. The town has issued 
its last available funds to buy a local Victorian mansion. It's a 

plan that Kate would be happy to help get off the ground. . .if only she 
didn't have such bad memories associated with that mansion. Is Kate ready 
to do business--or is this job too personal for her own good? Then, one day 
while touring the property, Kate stumbles over a dead body. Impossibly, the 
victim is none other than Kate's high-school nemesis Cordelia Walker. Soon 
Kate is immersed in a murder investigation and with the history of the old 
Victorian. What secrets are hidden within its walls--and can the truth be 
discovered before the killer comes for Kate herself? 

KILLER IN THE CARRIAGE HOUSE 
BOOK #2 $19.95 *REPACK*  
Coming back to her hometown was never on the agenda for 
hotelier Kate Hamilton. But when she's offered a chance to 
lead the charge of transforming the landscape into a Victorian 
village and tourist attraction, Kate can't quite refuse. The only 
problem? Nobody in Asheboro has the passion, or the funds, 
to get plans off the ground. . .until Kate teams up with 

handsome historian Joshua Wainwright, who has ambitious ideas of his own 
involving an old mansion and a treasure-trove of documents that could 
attract investors and help seal the deal. Then, just as Kate and Josh seem 
ready to pull the trigger, a dead body turns up in the town library. Do these 
mysterious papers spell danger instead of dollars? That's what Kate intends 
to find out before all bets are off...and someone else ends up six feet under. 

 

 

Coming next month… 

□  BADLANDS BEWARE—NICOLE HELM BK #5 

□  RUN NING OUT OF TIME—CINDI MYERS BK #4  

□  REUNION AT THE SHORE — LEE TOBIN MCLAIN BK #2  

□  A DESPERATE SEARCH—AMANDA STEVENS BK #2  

□ FATAL DECEPTION – APRIL HUNT BK #3   

□ A FORGOTTEN MURDER – JUDE DEVERAUX BK #3 *REPACK*  

□ DELTA FORCE DEFENDER – MEGAN CRANE BK #4 

□ NEVER LOOK BACK – MARY BURTON T/P 

□ STRANGERS SHE KNOWS – CHRISTINA DODD BOOK #3 

 



NOTHING COMPARES TO THE DUKE—
CHRISTY CARLYLE  
BOOK #3 $19.95 
Book #1 A Duke Changes Everything, Book #2 Anything 
But A Duke. Rhys Forester, the new Duke of Claremont, 
lives his life by four words: Enjoy All, Regret Nothing. He's 
devoted to the pleasure of his wild soirees, reckless behavior, 

and shocking the ton with his interests in trade. The debts that come 
with his title don't fit the carefree lifestyle he's created and when he's 
forced to return to his family's estate, he's also forced to confront his 
one and only regret: the beautiful girl he left behind. Arabella Prescott 
has been the belle of more balls than she cares to remember. After three 
seasons and five rejected proposals, she's done with the marriage mart. 
Bella's hopes to live a comfortable life, alone, come crashing down when 
her parents demand she marry. But her salvation may come in the form 
of the man she hates the most. Bella has never forgiven Rhys for what he 
did to her, but desperate times call for fake engagements. With a few 
dozen rules, their scheme begins, but it's not long before the former 
enemies find themselves breaking every single rule, including the most 
important of them all: don't fall in love.  

 
A ROYAL KISS AND TELL—JULIA LONDON  
BOOK #2 $24.95 
Book #1 The Princess Plan. Every young man in London's ton 
is vying for Lady Caroline Hawke's hand--except one. 
Handsome roué Prince Leopold of Alucia can't quite remember 
Caroline's name, and the insult is not to be tolerated. So 
Caroline does what any clever, resourceful lady of means would 

do to make sure Leo never again forgets: sees that scandalous morsels 
about his reputation are printed in a ladies' gossip gazette...all while 
secretly setting her cap for the rakish royal. Someone has been painting 
Leo as a blackguard, but who? Socially, it is ruining him. More important, 
it jeopardizes his investigation into a contemptible scheme that reaches 
the highest levels of British government. Leo needs Lady Caroline's help 
to regain access to society. But this charming prince is about to discover 
that enlisting the deceptively sweet and sexy Lady Caroline might just 
cost him his heart, his soul and both their reputations...  

MARRY IN SCARLET – ANNE GRACIE  
BOOK #4 $19.95 
Start with Marry In Haste. The proud and arrogant Duke 
of Everingham is determined to secure a marriage of 
convenience with heiress, Lady Georgiana Rutherford. 
He's the biggest prize on the London marriage mart, 
pursued by young unmarried ladies and their match-
making mamas, as well as married women with a 

wandering eye. He can have any woman he wants. Or so he thinks. Lady 
Georgiana Rutherford--irreverent and unconventional--has no plans to 
marry. Having grown up poor, Lady George has no intention of giving 
up her fortune to become dependent on the dubious and unreliable 
goodwill of a man. Especially a man as insufferable as the Duke of 
Everingham, whose kisses stirs unwelcome and unsettling emotions. The 
more she defies him, the more the duke wants her, until an argument at a 
ball spirals into a passionate embrace. Caught in a compromising 
position, the duke announces their betrothal. George is furious and 
when gossip claims she deliberately entrapped the duke--when she was 
the one who was trapped--she marches down the aisle in a scarlet 
wedding dress. But the unlikely bride and groom may have found love in 
the most improbable of places--a marriage of convenience. 
 

SAY YES TO THE DUKE—ELOISA JAMES  
BOOK #5 $19.95 
Start with Wilde In Love. Miss Viola Astley is so 
painfully shy that she's horrified by the mere idea of 
dancing with a stranger; her upcoming London debut 
feels like a nightmare. So she's overjoyed to meet 
handsome, quiet vicar with no interest in polite society -- 
but just when she catches his attention, her reputation is 

compromised by a duke. Devin Lucas Augustus Elstan, Duke of Wynter, 
will stop at nothing to marry Viola, including marrying a woman whom 
he believes to be in love with another man. A vicar, no less. Devin 
knows he's no saint, but he's used to conquest, and he's determined to 
win Viola's heart. Viola has already said Yes to his proposal, but now he 
wants her unruly heart...and he won't accept No for an answer. 
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IN THE DARK WITH THE DUKE—CHRISTI 
CALDWELL 
BOOK #2 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK 
Book #1 In Bed With The Earl. Eight years ago, Lady 
Lila March retreated to the safe shadows of her family's 
estate after a devastating tragedy. Weary of being a 
whisper of her former self, she is determined to brave 
the dangers of the outside world again. No man is 
better equipped to train her in the art of defense than the 

Savage Gentleman, East London's undefeated street fighter. Hugh 
Savage reigns as king--of the underworld. Physically invulnerable, 
emotionally battered, he has his reasons for bare-knuckle brawling. 
Though Hugh longs to break free of the ring and leave behind the 
brutal world of violence, he's intrigued by the challenge Lady Lila 
poses. A mysterious lady of the peerage willfully descending into the 
dangerous rookeries? That bespeaks a woman with secrets of her own. 
As their unconventional pact progresses, Hugh comes to admire the 
resolve in Lila's heart. And beneath his hard surface, she sees a 
tenderness that touches her to the quick. They'll soon discover how 
much they need each other--to face their pasts together, and to fight 
for a future they deserve.  

THE FORGOTTEN DUKE – SOPHIE BARNES  
BOOK #5 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Start with A Most Unlikely Duke. When Carlton Guthrie, 
Scoundrel of St. Giles, encounters a runaway bride in the 
London slums, he offers to help her. Not out of kindness, 
but because she's the Earl of Hedgewick's daughter. Using 
Regina to exact his revenge on her father seems like the 
perfect plan. Until Carlton starts to fall for the innocent 
beauty. Seeking refuge with a notorious crime lord, was 

never part of Regina's plan. But in her blind attempt to escape the fate 
her parents have planned for her, options are limited. What she doesn't 
expect, is to pull aside Carlton's facade, and to find a tormented man 
who makes her feel safe and cherished - a man she could easily love, if 
he'll let her. 

 

 

CHECK OUT THIS SERIES WE JUST DISCOVERED BY S M 
LAVIOLETTE AKA MINERVA SPENCER 
THE MUSIC OF LOVE  
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Finding out that her husband was a bigamist didn't devastate 
Portia Stefani. But losing her beloved music school as a result 
of the traitorous bastard's gambling debts almost destroyed 
her. The only way she'll be able to make ends meet is to accept 

a lucrative tutoring position in Cornwall. What Portia hasn't anticipated 
is the life-altering impact that her mesmerizing new employer has on 
her. Stacy Harrington learned the hard way to keep people at a distance. 
Playing the piano is the only thing that makes his solitary life enjoyable 
these days, and he'll be damned if he allows his albinism to keep him 
from everything he loves. Bringing a private music tutor into his home 
is disruptive, but it's the only solution. Unfortunately, nothing could 
have prepared him for the attraction he feels toward his fiery new 
employee. It's not long before a shared passion for music develops into 
something infinitely deeper. But when ghosts from the past emerge to 
threaten everything they've built, can Stacy and Portia continue to make 
beautiful music together? Or will their happily ever after end on a 
painful, discordant note? 

A FIGURE OF LOVE  
BOOK #2 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Gareth Lockheart is one of the richest men in England, but it 
will take more than money for the reclusive eccentric to gain 
entrée into the corridors of power; it will also take a proper 
country estate and an aristocratic wife with impeccable 
connections. Gareth is determined to find the right woman the 
same way he does everything in his life: using logic and 

mathematics. Serena Lombard might be the widow of a duke's son, but 
she's always existed on the ton's fringes. The French émigré has worked 
hard to create a secure home for her son and has struggled to establish 
herself as a respected sculptor and landscape gardener. Gareth should 
have known doing business with a woman would be a mistake, 
especially an unorthodox, opinionated, and far too appealing French 
widow who manages to destroy his ability to concentrate without even 
trying. Serena loves the project the industrialist has hired her to do; it's 
too bad the man himself is so remote. Not to mention distracting, and 
utterly captivating. The only thing the two opposites can agree on is 
that they should avoid becoming entangled with one another. 
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Coming next month… 
□ ABOUT A ROGUE — CAROLINE LINDEN BK #1  

□ THE DEVIL OF DOWNTOWN—JOANNA SHUPE BK #3   
□ DARING AND THE DUKE—SARAH MACLEAN BK #3  
□ THE REBEL WEARS PLAID—ELIZA KNIGHT BK #1  

□ A FAVOR FOR THE PRINCE—JANE ASHFORD BK #7  
□ A DAUNTLESS MAN —LEIGH GREENWOOD BK #2 *R/I*  

□ THE BLACK SWAN OF PARIS—KAREN ROBARDS T/P 
□ THE FOOTMAN AND I – VALERIE BOWMAN BK #1  

□ TO CATCH AN EARL – KATE BOWMAN BK #2 
□ A GOOD DUKE IS HARD TO FIND – CHRISTINA BRITTON BK #1 

□ LOVE IS BLIND—LYNSAY SANDS *REISSUE* 
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NEVER CONSPIRE WITH A SINFUL BARON – 
RENEE ANN MILLER  
BOOK #4 $19.95 
Start with Never Dare A Wicked Earl. When a duke more 
interested in fox hunting and sports than womanizing comes 
to town, Nina thinks him the perfect catch. Sadly, he doesn't 
seem to notice her. But Lord Elliot Havenford, Baron 
Ralston, a notorious flirt, has a proposition: he'll not only 

pretend to vie for her hand, hoping to draw forth the duke's competitive 
nature, he'll also give Nina lessons in seduction. An aristocrat in 
possession of two dilapidated properties must be in want of a fortune. 
Elliot's proposition is a subterfuge, for he hopes to capture Nina's hand--
and her dowry--by slyly seducing her himself. Though he feels guilty over 
his deception, their interludes, filled with dancing, flirtation, and 
increasingly heated kisses, are impossible to regret . . . until he realizes he 
has unwittingly placed Nina in grave danger. What's a scoundrel in love to 
do, except finally risk his heart for real? 

 
WHEN YOU WISH UPON A ROGUE—ANNA 
BENNETT  
BOOK #3 $19.95 
Book #1 First Earl I See Tonight, Book #2 The Duke Is But A 
Dream. Miss Sophie Kendall is happiest arranging the secret 
meetings of the Debutante Underground, a group of women who 
come together to discuss the weekly advice column The Debutante's 

Revenge. What makes Sophie most unhappy is her impending march down 
the aisle to a man she does not love. But her family's finances are in 
increasingly dire straits. Henry Reese, Earl of Warshire, hasn't slept in 
weeks. Desperate to escape his manor house and its haunting memories, 
he heads for one of his abandoned London properties. There he meets an 
intriguing woman-trespassing. Reese is far less interested in Sophie's 
search for a secret meeting spot than he is in her surprising ability to 
soothe his demons. So he strikes a bargain with her: his shop in exchange 
for spending one night a week with him. Sophie never expected this to 
happen. But she cannot deny the fire Reese sparks in her--and soon their 
shared desire burns bright. Sophie is irrevocably promised to another. But 
maybe these two ill-fated lovers can find a way to risk it all--all the way to 
happily ever after. 
 
 

A DARK AND STORMY KNIGHT—KERRIGAN 
BYRNE  
BOOK #7 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Start with The Highwayman. Sir Carlton Morley is 
famously possessed of extraordinary will, singular focus, 
and a merciless sense of justice. As a man, he secured his 
fortune and his preeminence as Scotland Yard's ruthless 
Chief Inspector. As a decorated soldier, he was legend for 

his unflinching trigger finger, his precision in battle, and his imperturbable 
strength. But as a boy, he was someone else. A twin, a thief, and a 
murderer, until tragedy reshaped him. Now he stalks the night, in search 
of redemption and retribution, vowing to never give into temptation, as 
it's just another form of weakness. Until temptation lands--quite literally--
in his lap, taking the form of Prudence Goode. Prim and proper Pru is 
expected to live a life of drudgery, but before she succumbs to her fate, 
she craves just one night of desire. On the night she searches for it, she 
stumbles upon a man made of shadows, muscle and wrath... And decides 
he is the one. When their firestorm of passion burns out of control, 
Morley discovers, too late, that he was right. The tempting woman has 
become his weakness. A weakness his enemies can use against him.  
 

THE HIGHLANDERS ENGLISH BRIDE – 
VANESSA KELLY  
BOOK #3 $19.95 
Book #1 The Highlander Who Protected Me, Book #2 
The Highlanders Christmas Bride. Lady Sabrina Bell has 
never been so embarrassed in her life. Not only did her new 
suitor fail to appear for their morning rendezvous in Hyde 
Park, but a thief pushed her into the Serpentine. Being 

rescued by a burly Highlander just adds to her humiliation. Nor is he 
content with rescuing her just once. Even when Sabrina travels to 
Edinburgh as part of King George's entourage, Graeme Kendrick is there, 
interfering, exasperating, and so very tempting. Once notorious for being 
the most unruly Kendrick brother, Graeme now runs dangerous missions 
for the King's spymaster. Yet nothing has prepared him for Sabrina. The 
only child of a wealthy earl, and the pampered goddaughter of the king 
himself, she is stubborn, impetuous, and far too good for him. He doesn't 
deserve her, but he can protect her and then send her safely back home. 
But the bonny Sassenach has her own ideas--and a plan for seduction that 
no red-blooded Highlander could resist . 

THE OUTLAWS 
DAUGHTER—MARGARET 
BROWNLEY  
BOOK #3 $19.95 
Book #1 Cowboy Charm School, 
Book #2 The Cowboy Meets His 
Match. Texas Ranger Matt Taggert 
is on the trail of a wanted man. He 

has good reason to believe that Ellie-May's late 
husband was involved in a stagecoach robbery, 
and he's here to see justice done. But when he 
arrives in town, he discovers the thief has 
become a local hero and his young widow isn't 
too happy to see some lawman out to tarnish 
her family's newly spotless reputation. Ellie-
May's shaken by her encounter with the 
Ranger. Having grown up an outlaw's daughter, 
she'll do anything to keep her children safe-and 
if that means hardening her heart against the 
lawman's smiles, then so be it. Because she 
knows Matt isn't about to give up his search. 
He's out to redeem himself and find proof that 
Ellie-May's husband wasn't the saint everyone 
claims...even if it means losing the love neither 
expected to discover along the way. 

LINDA LAEL MILLER HAS TWO 
WONDERFUL RELEASES 
THIS MONTH 
BANNER OBRIEN  
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/
BACK *REISSUE* (ORIG 84) 
In 1886, lovely Banner O'Brien 
overcame every obstacle and 
won her coveted medical 

diploma. Still she longed to escapefrom 
Oregon...and the nightmares that left her 
shaking, screaming one man's name. Banner 
fled to the Washington Territory to accept a 
position with Dr. Adam Corbin...arrogant, 
handsome and rumor said, violent. Although 
Banner respected his skills, she was unnerved 
by the very nearness of this moody, powerful 
man, His past was a mystery that would 
challenge her to her utmost...for Banner wad 
determined to win Adam Corbin's heart. 
 
 
 
 

THE YANKEE WIDOW  
$24.95 *REPACK* 
Caroline is the young wife of Jacob, 
who together live on a farm raising 
their daughter just outside of 
Gettysburg. When Jacob joins the 
Northern army, no one anticipates he 
will not return. Then Caroline gets 

word that her husband is wounded, and she 
must find her way alone to Washington City 
and search among the thousands of casualties 
to find him. When Jacob succumbs to his 
injuries, she brings his body home on the eve 
of the deadliest battle of the war. With troops 
and looters roaming the countryside, it is 
impossible to know who is friend and who is 
foe. Caroline fights to protect those she holds 
most dear while remaining compassionate to 
the neediest around her, including two 
strangers from opposite sides of the fight. Each 
is wounded... Each is drawn to her beauty, her 
kindness. Both offer comfort, but only one 
secretly captures her heart. Still, she must resist 
exposing her vulnerability in these uncertain 
times when so much is at risk. 
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Coming next month… 
  

OUTBACK TREASURE VOLUME 2 —ANN GRECH 
BOOK #2 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK  
Book #1 Outback Treasure Vol1. Deception tore 
them apart, but Pete and Scottie are drawn to each 
other like a moth to the flame. Trust and friendships 
are tested in Pete’s mission to rewrite the legend of the 
golden reef before time runs out. Scottie Pearce never 
planned on falling for anyone, especially not the geeky history 
graduate nearly half his age. He and his lover have unfinished 

business. But is nature conspiring against them? The desert trying to tear 
them apart? When secrets are revealed, who will be left standing?  Outback 
Treasure II is a blazing inferno, an epic tale of lust and love. But is time 
running out as these men fight to keep that which they treasure most… 
their outback treasure 
 

THE VAMIRES FAMILIAR—TJ NICHOLS  

BOOK #2 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 

Book #1 The Witchs Familiar. Twenty years after fleeing 

Madison Gully as a scared sixteen-year-old, after witnessing his 

sister's murder, Kirk Gracewell returns as a powerful energy 

vampire. He wants to find the cougar shifter who killed her and 

make them pay. Every ten years, the Madison cougars get 

together. It's a time of celebration to meet new partners but 

also for the seer announce who'll get the greatest honor any of them can 

receive: becoming a familiar to a witch. When the seer gives Sage the task 

of watching the vampire that's suddenly arrived, Sage feels slighted; it's a 

job for a much younger cougar. But he comes to enjoy the games of cat 

and mouse he plays with Kirk. Until he learns why the vampire is in 

Madison Gully. Now Sage will have to choose: protect his family or help 

Kirk find the killer. But the killer will stop at nothing to prove to the seer 

the honor of familiar is his, claim a witch, and bury the past. 

 

FINAL DANCE: PART ONE—SAMANTHA CAYTO  
BOOK #8 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Start with Blood Dance. Christos has been called by his 
captain to give aid in the final showdown with Dracul. Never 
comfortable living with humans and hiding his true nature, he 
misses the solitude of his mountain home. It's boring waiting 
for Dracul to strike--that is, until he meets a sick, homeless 
boy with soulful eyes and a need to be helped. Having tried 

to live in the nine-to-five world with no skills, Mateo has hit the streets 
once again, turning tricks to stay warm and fed. While checking out a new 
soup kitchen, he collapses from his growing illness--right into the arms of a 
sexy alpha male who also reminds him of someone who brutalized him in 
the past. Christos doesn't want the responsibility for the care of a human, 
no matter how alluring he is. And, with Dracul's unknown plans taking 
everyone's attention, there is no time for any distraction. But he can't stay 
away, and the trust this vulnerable human shows him is humbling. It also 
chips away at his resolve to stay alone. The final battle is gearing up, 
however, and Christos and Mateo are at ground zero. No matter how 
Christos tries to keep his boy safe, the fate of the world rests in both their 
hands. 

Coming next month… 
□ CONVENTIONALLY YOURS—ANNABETH ALBERT BK #1 

T/P  
□ TWO ROGUES MAKLE A RIGHT—CAT SEBASTIAN BK #3  

□ BOYFRIEND MATERIAL—ALEXIS HALL BK #2 T/P  
□ CATCH OF A LIFETIME—ANDREW GREY *REPACK* 

FOUR MONEY—JAYNE RYLON  
BOOK #1 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK 
Would it be the worst thing in the world to accept an obscene 
amount of money in exchange for living with a guy and a 
couple of his best friends for three months? Seems like a no 
brainer. But what if it means sharing their beds, too? Let's be 
honest, Holly would probably do that for free considering how 
hot, successful, and fun to be around they are. Besides, if she 

helps Trent cash in on his inheritance--with a few naughty strings attached
--she could pay for the life-saving surgery her mother's insurance 
company has denied. The one thing she can't afford is falling in love 
when the man she's obsessed with plans to ditch her after their 
ninety days are over. 

 
HERE ARE TWO MORE FROM EVE LANGLAIS 
 JANE DAVEYS LOCKET 
BOOK #8 $25.95 TRADE P/BACK 
Start with Welcome To Hell Vol 1. My crazy witch of a 
grandma placed a spell on my locket. A love spell. I don't think 
so. Which means I'll have to find my cursed necklace and 
nullify the magic. But first, I apparently have to go on a cruise 
with Grandma. She's booked a berth on some fancy boat with 

others like us. You know, the special folk--as in horns, magic, and a bit of 
fur. No sooner do I park my broom and find my sea-legs when the locket 
turns up on board--thankfully, not in the possession of the annoying 
shapeshifter. Oz is hot, but he's not my type. Neither is the pirate whom the 
locket tries to hook me up with. Or the sea monster who gets it next and 
tries to drown me. Busy avoiding potential suitors, I find myself hoping the 
locket will end up in the one place it doesn't belong: in the grasp of the lion 
who makes me purr. 

TWISTED METAL HEART  
BOOK #3 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK  
Book #1 Toxic Dust, Book #2 Wasteland Treasure. A 
devastating injury takes Titan's arm and leg, but a chance 
encounter with a woman in the Wasteland sees them replaced 
with a bionic set. These are no simple metal limbs. His body 
speaks with him. The alien presence forces a bond that he 
struggles to accept. Changes him in ways he doesn't understand, 

making him fear he's losing sight of himself. Riella has been looking for 
acceptance her whole life. However, certain skills make her not only 
valuable but hunted. If she were to fall into the wrong hands, or suddenly 
decide to fight back...she might hold the key to bringing down the Emerald 
Queen once and for all. If they prevail, can a metal heart learn to love? 

THE DEVIL IS MY BOSS—MAKAYLA ROBERTS  
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK  
Rhys Lucifer has ten days to find someone to replace his 
second-in-command, and he has his eyes on Remington 
Sawyer, a fearless data entry clerk whose beauty and quick wit 
tempt him into breaking his no-sex-with-employees policy. But 
her sensual looks aren't the reason he wants to promote her. 
With a rap sheet showing she's efficient and level-headed in the 
midst of chaos, she's just the person he needs to accompany 

him on a business trip from hell--literally. There's just one problem. Remi 
loves her simple job. She loves her relationship with her peers. Most of all, 
she loves the fact that no one knows who she truly is. Becoming COO 
would just screw up everything. Sure, the money would be a bonus, but not 
the stress that would come with the job. And as melt-worthy as Rhys is, the 
way he keeps looking at her is bound to stir all kinds of trouble. Still, the 
offer is rather tempting--both him and the job. 

 
DESTINY’S KNIGHT—LEXXIE COUPER  
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Playing the kick-ass demon slayer, Destiny, in the blockbuster 
TV show Destiny's Knight is a dream come true for Billie 
Sheridan. It's a surreal, exciting world and she loves every 
minute of it. Until her agent tells her an obsessed fan has 
escaped police custody and is heading her way. Nathanial 
Knight's fall from heaven wasn't planned. But no matter how 
he tried to deny the call of Billie Sheridan, he failed. Cast 

down, he conceals the fact he's an angel by working for Guarded Souls 
Protection and Security, but when he learns that Billie's stalker has sold his 
soul to the devil to have her, he moves. Fast. Billie's character may exist in a 
world of demons, but discovering her protector is an angel is going to take 
some getting used to. Especially when he's so damn sexy, and all she wants 
to do is discover just how naughty a fallen angel can be… 
 
 
□ FOUR LOVE—JAYNE RYLON BK #2 T/P  
□ ON MY WAY—EVE LANGLAIS BK #2 T/P 
□ BRIDE OF THE SEA MONSTER—EVE LANGLAIS  
BK #9 T/P 
□ WILD AND FREE—VELLA MUNN T/P 
□ RUNNING WITH THE DEVIL – LORELEI JAMES T/P 
*REPUBLISH* 
□ SAINT – CHANTAL FERNANDO BK #1  
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CHAOS REIGNING – 
JESSIE MIHALIK  
BOOK #3 $35.00 TRADE P/
BACK 
Book #1 Polaris Rising, Book 
#2 Aurora Blazing. Catarina 
von Hasenberg is used to being 
underestimated, but her youth 

and flighty, bubbly personality mask a clever mind 
and stubborn determination. Her enemies, blind 
to her true strength, do not suspect that Cat is a 
spy--which makes her the perfect candidate to go 
undercover at a rival House's summer retreat to 
gather intelligence on their recent treachery. Cat's 
overprotective older sister reluctantly agrees, but 
on one condition: Cat cannot go alone. Alexander 
Sterling, a quiet, gorgeous bodyguard, will 
accompany her, posing as her lover ... When she's 
attacked and nearly killed, she and Alex are forced 
to work together to figure out how deep the 
treason goes. With rumors of widespread assaults 
on Serenity raging, communications down, and 
the rest of her family trapped off-planet, Catarina 
must persuade Alex to return to Earth to expose 
the truth and finish this deadly battle once and for 
all. But Cat can't explain why she's the perfect 
person to infiltrate hostile territory without 
revealing secrets she'd rather keep buried 
 

MARK OF EON – ANNA HACKETT  
BOOK #5 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Start with Edge Of Eon. Space marine 
Lieutenant Jamie Park has a reputation as 
tough as steel. A horrible childhood and 
her marine training have forged her into a 
strong woman, and she's never seen a 
fight she'd back down from. Taking on 

the Kantos is her focus, even if that means being 
assigned to the Eon warship, the Desteron, and 
working with the one arrogant alien warrior who's 
seen her vulnerable and weak. Medical 
Commander Aydin Kann-Ath lives to be the 
perfect warrior and doctor. All his life, he's 
worked to restore his family's tarnished honor. He 
has no room in his life for anything but his work, 
and that includes a headstrong, battle-hardened 
Terran who refuses to follow orders. Yet every 
minute he spends with Jamie, she ignites both his 
temper and his desire, and he can't seem to stay 
away. With every interaction, Aydin finds himself 
fascinated by Jamie, and Jamie finds herself 
consumed by an attraction that terrifies her. On a 
dangerous hunt to find symbiont lifeforms that 
have been stolen by the Kantos, the pair can't 
ignore their connection. But the Kantos threaten 
not only their lives, but the fate of the galaxy, 
unless Jamie and Aydin sacrifice it all to stop 
them. 

SKYWARD - BRANDON 
SANDERSON 
BOOK #1 $22.99 TRADE P/
BACK *REPACK* 
Spensa's world has been under 
attack for decades. Now pilots are 
the heroes of what's left of the 
human race, and becoming one has 

always been Spensa's dream. Since she was a little 
girl, she has imagined soaring skyward and 
proving her bravery. But her fate is intertwined 
with her father's--a pilot himself who was killed 
years ago when he abruptly deserted his team, 
leaving Spensa's chances of attending flight school 
at slim to none. No one will let Spensa forget 
what her father did, yet fate works in mysterious 
ways. Flight school might be a long shot, but she 
is determined to fly. And an accidental discovery 
in a long-forgotten cavern might just provide her 
with a way to claim the stars. 
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ALPHA NIGHT – NALINI SINGH  
BOOK #4 $47.95 H/COVER $29.99 TRADE P/BACK  
Start with Silver Silence. Alpha wolf Selenka Durev's devotion 
to her pack is equaled only by her anger at anyone who would 
harm those in her care. That currently includes the empaths 
who've flowed into her city for a symposium that is a security 
nightmare-a powder keg just waiting for a match. Ethan Night 

is an Arrow who isn't an Arrow. Numb and disengaged from the world, 
he's loyal only to himself. Assigned as part of the security force at a world-
first symposium, he carries a dark agenda tied to the power-hungry and 
murderous Consortium. Then violence erupts and Ethan finds himself 
crashing into the heart and soul of an alpha wolf. Mating at first sight is a 
myth, a fairy tale. Yet Selenka's wolf is resolute: Ethan Night, a broken 
Arrow and a man capable of obsessive devotion, is the mate it has chosen. 
Even if the mating bond is full of static and not quite as it should be. 
Because Selenka's new mate has a terrible secret, his mind surging with a 
power that is a creature of madness and death. 
 
NIGHT OF THE BILLIONAIRE WOLF – TERRY SPEAR  

BOOK #28 $19.95 
Start with Heart Of the Wolf. Lexi Summerfield built her business 
from the ground up. But with great wealth comes great 
responsibility, and some drawbacks Lexi could not have 
anticipated. Lexi never knows who she can trust... Even on 
vacation, Lexi has a hard time trying to relax. And for good 
reason--the paparazzi are dogging her, and so is someone else 
with evil intent. Then Lexi meets bodyguard and gray wolf shifter 

Ryder Gallagher, who's also vacationing at Redwood National Park. When 
the two run into each other on the hiking trails, and then serendipitously 
rescue two bear cubs, Lexi feels safe for the first time in she can't remember 
when. But secrets have a way of surfacing... With the danger around Lexi 
escalating, Ryder will do whatever it takes to stay by her side… 

 
WOLF UNDER FIRE – PAIGE TYLER  
BOOK #1 $19.95  
Supernatural creatures are no longer keeping their existence secret 
from humans, causing panic around the globe. To investigate, 
monitor, and--when necessary--take down dangerous supernatural 
offenders, an international task force was established: The Special 
Threat Assessment Team. STAT agent Jestina Ridley is in London 

with her team investigating a suspicious kidnapping. Over her radio, Jes 
hears her teammates being savagely attacked. She runs to help, but she's too 
late. The only survivor, Jes calls for backup and gets former Navy SEAL and 
alpha werewolf Jake Huang and his new pack. Convinced that the creature 
who butchered her teammates was a werewolf, Jes doesn't trust them. But if 
they're going to uncover the facts and make it back home alive, she'll need 
Jake's help. And with everything on the line, Jes will have to accept Jake for 
who he is, or lose the partner she never expected to find… 

Grace Draven’s Fallen Empire series finally continues! 
PHOENIX UNBOUND 
BOOK #1 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK 
Every year, each village is required to send a young woman to 
the Empire's capital--her fate to be burned alive for the 
entertainment of the masses. For the last five years, one small 
village's tithe has been the same woman. Gilene's sacrifice 
protects all the other young women of her village, and her secret 

to staying alive lies with the magic only she possesses. But this year is 
different. Azarion, the Empire's most famous gladiator, has somehow seen 
through her illusion--and is set on blackmailing Gilene into using her abilities 
to help him escape his life of slavery. Unknown to Gilene, he also wants to 
reclaim the birthright of his clan. To protect her family and village, she will 
abandon everything to return to the Empire--and burn once more. 

DRAGON UNLEASHED 
BOOK #2 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK 
Magic is outlawed in the Krael Empire and punishable by 
death. Born with the gift of earth magic, the free trader Halani 
keeps her dangerous secret closely guarded. When her uncle 
buys a mysterious artifact, a piece of bone belonging to a long-
dead draga, Halani knows it's far more than what it seems. 
Dragas haven't been seen for more than a century, and most 
believe them extinct. They're wrong. Dragas still walk among 

the denizens of the Empire, disguised as humans. Malachus is a draga living 
on borrowed time. The magic that has protected him will soon turn on him--
unless he finds a key part of his heritage. He has tracked it to a group of free 
traders, among them a grave-robbing earth witch who fascinates him as 
much as she frustrates him with her many secrets. Unbeknownst to both, the 
Empire's twisted empress searches for a draga of her own, to capture and kill 
as a trophy. As Malachus the hunter becomes the hunted, Halani must risk 
herself and all she loves to save him from the Empire's machinations and his 
own lethal birthright. 

SEEING DARKNESS—HEATHER GRAHAM  
BOOK #30 $24.95 
Start with Phantom Evil. It was supposed to be a fun girls' 
weekend in Salem, but when a past-life regression session 
instead sends a terrifying vision of murder to Kylie Connelly, 
she's shaken and doesn't know what to think. Worse, later she 
identifies the attacker from her vision: he's a prominent local 
politician. Special Agent Jon Dickson of the FBI's Krewe of 

Hunters is on the trail of a suspected serial killer based on the scantest of 
clues and unreliable witness testimony. When he realizes Kylie's vision might 
be his best lead, he must gain her trust and get close enough to guide her 
new talent. Though she doubts herself, the danger Kylie sees is all too real--
and the pair will have to navigate a murderer's twisted passions and 
deceptions to stop the killer from claiming another victim. 
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THE FOURTH POWER—
MICHELLE M PILLOW  
BOOK #3 $40.00 TRADE P/B 
Book #1 Second Chance Magic, 
Book #2 Third Times A Charm. 
Heather Harrison sees ghosts. It's 
not something she brags about. In 

fact, she wished she didn't. Communicating with 
the dead only leads to heartache, and for her it led 
to a divorce. For the most part, she's happy being 
single. She's got a good business, close friends, and 
a slightly overprotective brother. What more does 
a forty-something woman need? When her two 
best friends beg her for help in contacting loved 
ones, against her better judgment she can't say no 
to the séance. But some gateways shouldn't be 
opened, and some meddling spirits shouldn't be 
stirred like that of her Grandma who insists she's 
"found her a nice man". The supernaturals have 
come out to play and it's up to this amateur 
medium to protect herself and her friends before 
the danger they summoned comes to bite them. 

CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE 
OF WITCHCRAFT – MANDY 
M ROTH 
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/
BACK 
On the eve of my fortieth birthday, 
Fate has given me a second chance 
at the happiness I once knew in the 

odd Southern town of Grimm Cove. But only if I 
can come to terms with some rather eye-opening 
revelations. Supernaturals are a real thing. I'm a 
witch. My high school sweetheart, who happens to 
be the Chief of Police in Grimm Cove, is my fated 
mate and a wolf-shifter. Ghosts exist and can be 
very nosy and meddlesome. Someone is murdering 
witches left and right. And last but not least, my ex
-husband's barely legal arm candy is taking fatal 
attraction to new levels of Hell. I'm no shrinking 
violet, and with the help of my best friends, I'm 
going to live life on my terms--come Hell, high 
water, or magikal mishaps. Romance book 
contains: kick-butt women who are considered 
middle-aged at forty but who don't let themselves 
be defined by a number, alpha males, paranormal 
elements (witches, shifters, ghosts, etc), some 
mildly strong language (nothing too earth-
shattering), heated scenes but they aren't 50 shades 
of OMG or anything, and a nice heaping helping 
of a second chance at a first love. 
 

GRAVE MAGIC BOUNTY – 
SHANNON MAYER  
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/
BACK 
Over forty. Divorced. Rocking a 
little revenge against the Ex. A dash 
of magic and things are suddenly 
looking up. Even if you do you have 

to cross your legs when you sneeze. One day I'm 
married, living in Seattle, and magic isn't real. The 
next, I'm divorced and living in the guest room of 
my ex's hotter- than-sin cousin's place in 
Savannah . . . and talking to an animated skeleton 
named Robert. I have to admit, Robert isn't my 
worst date. At forty-one, I didn't think I'd be 
starting over. But I'll be damned if my ex thinks 
I'm down and out because he pulled a fast one on 
me. When a job comes my way that offers me a 
chance to use my childhood training in the shadow 
world, I take it-I need the money more than I care 
about my sanity. It's dangerous. I have to embrace 
the magic and dark of my past. And I need Advil 
to keep me going. So those who'd hold me back 
better sit up and take notice, because a new 
woman is in town, and she's not about to be 
counted out by anyone. Even if she does groan 
when she rolls out of bed in the morning.  
 
 

13 GREAT PARANORMAL AUTHORS HAVE 
CREATED PWF—PARANORMAL WOMEN'S 
FICTION. The result is 13 great series that 
feature kick ass heroines, aged 40 and 
over, that are filled with paranormal 
adventures, passion, and all the things 
people deal with as they get older.  

ARCTIC BITE – NJ WALTERS  
BOOK #2 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Book #1 Fury Unleashed. Being immortal doesn't mean you can't 
die. It just means you're damn hard to kill. When Alexei 
Medvedev joined the Forgotten Brotherhood-paranormals hired 
to assassinate other paranormals-he knew it wouldn't be a cake 
walk. But his next target is one of Death's own Reapers gone 

rogue. For the first time since he started this gig, "damn hard to kill" feels 
more like "damn near impossible." Tracking Cassie Dobbs brings him to a 
remote bar in Alaska, where this hot-as-hell Reaper is casually serving drinks, 
as if she doesn't have a bounty on her head from Death himself. Alexei is 
dangerously intrigued. Everyone in the Brotherhood knows the first rule: 
don't fall for your target. But Alexei soon has bigger problems to face than an 
unexpected attraction. They only send assassins after those who deserve to 
die or so he's been made to believe. Now that he's met Cassie, though, he's 
not so sure. What if everything he's been told is a lie, and the person he's 
been sent to kill is the only one who knows the truth? 

 
EVERNIGHT – DONNA GRANT 
BOOK #4 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK 
Start with Eversong. Traumatized by the most devastating event 
imaginable, Synne has one thing on her mind: ridding the world 
of the Coven. The witches and their allies took away everything 
she held dear, and not even her beloved trees can quell the rising 
grief and darkness seeping into her soul. However, when she 

crosses paths with a sexy-as-sin Scotsman, her way of thinking changes, and 
she discovers things about herself even she wouldn't have guessed. Lachlan 
MacCullum, next in line to rule his clan, never expected to have his world 
turned upside down. But the moment he lays eyes on the Hunter, he knows he 
will never be the same. In addition to making him feel things he never thought 
possible, she opens him to a world he'd nearly forgotten about. Now, he's 
consumed by the need to help her. And win her heart. With Sybbyl on the 
loose and out for domination, and another bone of the First Witch close at 
hand, reaching the Varroki and joining forces is paramount. Unfortunately, 
that's easier said than done. Evil has a way of thwarting even the best-laid 
plans. At least they have each other. But for how long? 

 
THE WINTER SEA – SUSANNA KEARSLEY  
BOOK #1 $24.95 *REPACK* 
In spring 1708, a fleet of French and Scottish soldiers nearly succeeded 
in bringing King James back to Scotland to reclaim his crown. Carrie 
McClelland is fascinated by the intrigue of this failed Jacobite rebellion, 
and wants to base her next book on it. She rents a cottage near the 
ruins of Slains Castle, where the rebellion was planned. Mixing her 

fictional characters with historical figures, Carrie suddenly realizes that people 
and events she thought she was inventing are turning out to be real. The 
dividing line between fact and fiction becomes blurred as Carrie channels the 
spirit of a woman yearning to disclose a secret that's lain hidden for three 
hundred years a secret that holds the key to Carrie's present-day happiness.  

Jeffe Kennedy continues her Forgotten Thrones series 
THE ORCHID THRONE 
BOOK #1 $19.95 
As Queen of the island kingdom of Calanthe, Lia will do anything 
to keep her people free--and her secrets safe--from the mad tyrant 
who rules the mainland. Guided by a magic ring of her father's, 
Lia plays the political game with the cronies the emperor sends to 

her island. In her heart, she knows that it's up to her to save herself from her 
fate as the emperor's bride. But in her dreams, she sees a man, one with the 
power to build a better world--a man whose spirit is as strong, and whose 
passion is as fierce as her own. 

THE FIERY CROWN 
BOOK #2 $19.95 
Queen Euthalia has reigned over her island kingdom of 
Calanthe with determination, grace, and her magical, undying 
orchid ring. After she defied an empire to wed Conrí, the former 
Crown Prince of Oriel--a man of disgraced origins with 
vengeance in his heart--Lia expected the wizard's prophecy to 
come true: Claim the hand that wears the ring and the empire falls. But 

Lia's dangerous bid to save her realm doesn't lead to immediate victory. 
Instead, destiny hurls her and Conrí towards a future neither could predict 
Con has never healed after the death of his family and destruction of his 
kingdom--he's been carefully plotting his revenge against his greatest enemy, 
Emperor Anure, waiting for the perfect opportunity to strike. When Lia's 
spies gather intelligence suggesting that Anure is planning an attack against 
Calanthe, Con faces an agonizing choice: Can he sacrifice Lia and all she holds 
dear to destroy the empire? Or does his true loyalty exist in the arms of his 
beguiling, passionate wife--'til death do they part? 

SPY SPY AGAIN – MERCEDES LACKEY  
BOOK #3 $47.95 H/COVER 
Book #1 Eye Spy, Book #2 The Hills Have Spy. Thirteen year 
old Prince Kyril and Mags and Amily's fourteen-year-old son 
Tory "share" the Gift of Farsight--although neither of them are 
Chosen. They are self-trained, though currently, their shared 
Gift only allows them to see what is happening with their 
immediate family members. After much debate, the Herald's 

Collegium has decided to test and train them anyway. That's when the 
surprises start. They do not share a single Gift; they have two complementary 
Gifts working together in a way that the Heralds have never seen before. Tory 
is the Farseer--Kee's Gift is to extend his range beyond a few dozen feet. 
Their Gifts become crucial when Mags gets a desperate message from his 
cousin Bey, the head of the enigmatic assassin-tribe, the Sleepgivers. Bey's 
eldest daughter has been kidnapped, but he doesn't know why or by whom. 
He's calling in the debt Mags owes him to find his daughter before it's too late. 
Tory is certain that if anyone can find her, he can. But that will mean traveling 
out of Valdemar into an unknown, dangerous country. And it will mean taking 
a Royal Prince with him. 
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THE GIRL WITH THE IRON WING  
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Thousands of years ago, the fey races crossed the Veil into 
the human world to save themselves. Hundreds of years ago, 
the fey saved humanity from being wiped out by the Black 
Death. Now something is coming after the fey. As a detective 
with the LAPD, Aisling Danaan has seen it all, and as an elf 
from a powerful clan, she sees more than most. But no one 

has ever seen a fairy explode from iron poisoning. The winged fey who 
died was one of various fey races that outnumber humans in a world 
where the Black Death nearly wiped out humanity. Over time, the species 
mingled, and magic and technology developed equal standing. But the 
strange murder threatens to unbalance the peace that the fey High Council 
brought through the Veil. Called out by name by the killer, Aisling must 
unravel the secrets reaching deeper than any case she's ever worked. One 
of the most vexing mysteries is spook Reece Larkin. The spy knows more 
than he's willing to share-and what he won't tell could kill them. They'll 
have to work together to hunt down the source of the poisoning before 
the fey population on Earth is destroyed by the Iron Death. 

Marie Andreas has two great new releases this month 
THE MAYHEM OF MERMAIDS  
BOOK #2 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Book #1 A Curious Invasion. Dr. Nettie Jones is an agent 
for The Society for the Exploration of the Unexplainable, a 
secret organization protecting England from various 
sources. She recently helped defend Mother England, and 
possibly the world, from an alien invasion. And she's half-
vampire on her mother's side. While working in the London 

Society headquarters, Nettie becomes caught up in a new conspiracy--one 
coming from the ocean itself. Tracing the attacks to a small area in 
northern Wales, Nettie and the rest of the London contingent troop north 
to try and stop it before things get worse. Fairy tales tell of loving 
mermaids wishing to come to the land. The truth is far more brutal, and 
the mer-people want far more than just to come on land for a visit. 
 

THIEF OF DREAMS—BEC 
MCMASTER  
BOOK #1 $25.95 TRADE P/B 
When Prince Keir of the Court of 
Dreams sends out a summons in 
search of a bride, the Wraith King 
sees a chance to steal the powerful 
Dragon's Heart. He sends his best 

thief, Zemira Az Ghul, to penetrate the court as 
one of the potential brides. All Zemira wants is 
freedom from the chains that bind her to the 
king, and if she finds the relic she'll have it. But 
the Court of Dreams is more dangerous than 
she ever expected, and Zemira must soon 
choose between her freedom--and her heart.  

THE BALLAD OF 
SONGBIRDS AND SNAKES—
SUZANNE COLLINS BK #0.5 
$29.99 TRADE P/BACK 
Book #1 Hunger Games, Book #2 
Catching Fire, Book #3 
Mockingjay. Revisit the world of 
Panem 64 years before the events 

of The Hunger Games, starting on the morning 
of the reaping of the 10TH Hunger Games. The 
reconstruction period ten years after the war, the 
dark days, as the country of Panem struggles 
back to its feet-provides fertile ground for 
characters to grapple with who they are, and 
what they perceive is required for survival.  

.THE BETROTHED—KIERA CASS  
BOOK #1 $16.99 TRADE P/BACK 
A would-be queen. A handsome king. A 
perfect match or is it? When King Jameson 
declares his love for Lady Hollis Brite, 
Hollis is thrilled. After all, she's grown up 
at Keresken Castle, vying for the king's 
attention alongside other daughters of the 

nobility. Capturing his heart is a dream come 
true. But Hollis soon realizes that falling in love 
with a king and becoming queen may not be 
what she thought it would be. And when she 
meets a commoner with the power to see right 
into her heart, she finds that the future she really 
wants is one that she never thought to imagine. 

Coming next month… 
□ AMERICAN DEMON – KIM HARRISON BK #16 H/C  

□ FLAME – DONNA GRANT BK #20  
□ PRISONER OF NIGHT – JR WARD BK #18  

□ DESOLATION ROAD – CHRISTINE FEEHAN BK #4  
□ NOIR FATALE—HAMILTON/ET AL *REPACK*  

□ A TOUCH OF STONE AND SNOW—MILLA VANE BK #2  

 
□ AT THE END OF THE WORLD – RINGO/GANNON BK#9 H/C 

□ RULE—ROWENNA MILLER BK #3 T/P  
□ WITCHY WINTER – D J BUTLER BK #2 *REPACK* 

□ SIXTEENTH WATCH – MYKE COLE T/P 
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 □ NOAH—MELODY ANNE BK #2 $29.95 T/P □ Book #1 Finn. 
     

□ DREAM MAKER – KRISTEN ASHLEY BOOK #1 $19.95  
    

□ THE BANTY HOUSE—CAROLYN BROWN $29.95 T/P  
    

□ THE COWBOY MEETS HIS MATCH—JESSICA CLARE BOOK 
#4 $19.95 □ Start with All I Want For Christmas Is A Cowboy. 
    

□ CHASING TROUBLE IN TEXAS—DELORES FOSSEN BOOK #2 
$19.95 □ Book #1 Tangled Up In Texas. 
    

□ THE SUMMER HOUSE – JENNY HALE $19.95 
    

□ THE PRICE – JOAN JOHNSTONE BK #4 $24.95 *REISSUE* 
(ORIG 01/03) □ Start with the Men Of Bitter Creek. 
    

DEBBIE MACOMBER 
□ ALMOST HOME $24.95 *REPRINT* (ORIG 07/09) "The Marrying 
Kind" by Debbie Macomber  "Whale Island" by Cathy Lamb “Queen 
Of Hearts" by Judy Duarte "The Honey moon House" by Mary Carter 
□ FOUR BRIDES $24.95 Originally published as “Three Brides No 
Groom” in 08/97. Includes “An Alaskan Wedding” by Jennifer Snow 
Book #1.5 
    

□ ALWAYS A BRIDESMAID – CINDI MADSEN BOOK #2 $19.95 
□ Book #1 Just One Of The Groomsmen. 

□ SUMMER ON HONEYSUCKLE RIDGE – DEBBIE MASON  
BK #1 $19.95 

□ SIT STAY SPEAK – ANNIE ENGLAND NOBLIN $19.95 
    

□ FIRST LOVE SECOND CHANCE – BRENDA NOVAK $19.95 
*REISSUE* Orig published as “A Family Of Her Own” in 04/04. Also 
includes “Temperatures Rising” by Brenda Jackson (Orig 04/09) 
    

 DIANA PALMER 
□ A CATTLEMANS HONOR $19.95*REISSUE* “Nelson's 
Brand” (Orig 12/90) “The Wedding in White” (Orig 09/00) 
□ LONG TALL TEXANS BOOK # 38&41 $19.95 *REISSUE* “Tough 
To Tame” (Orig 04/10) “True Blue” (Orig 01/11) 
    

□ DANCE AWAY WITH ME – SUSAN ELIZABETH PHILLIPS 
$47.95 H/C 
    

□ FIRST KISS WITH A COWBOY—SARA RICHARDSON BK #1 
$19.95 
    

□ NELL—ANNIE SEATON BK #3 $29.95 T/P □ Book #1 Pippa,  
□ Book #2 Eliza. 
    

□ BREAKFAST AT HONEY CREEK CAFE – JODI THOMAS BK #1 
$29.95 T/P 
    

□ STEALING HOME – SHERRYL WOODS BOOK #1 $24.95 
*REISSUE* (ORIG 01/07) NOW ON NETFLIX 

Preorders… 
□ LOVE ON LOCATION – CASSIDY CARTER DUE 18/7 

□ THE HERO OF HOPE SPRINGS—MAISEY YATES BK #11 DUE 21/7 
□ WILD COWBOY COUNTRY—ERIN MARSH BK #1 DUE 28/7 

□ COMING HOME TO DEEP RIVER—JACKIE ASHENDEN BK #1 DUE 28/7 
□ ONCE IN A BLUE MOON—SHARON SALA BK #10 DUE 25/8 

□ LOOKING FOR A COWBOY – DONNA GRANT BK #5 DUE 27/10 
□ SILVER CREEK FIRE—LYNSAY MCKENNA BK #1 DUE 27/10 
□ COUNTRY PROUD—LINDA LAEL MILLER BK #2 DUE 27/10 

Coming next month… 
□ COWBOY STRONG – CAROLYN BROWN BK #6  

  □ NOTORIOUS – DIANA PALMER H/C   
□ RELENTLESS IN TEXAS—KARI LYNN DELL BK #6  

□ PUPPY KISSES—LUCY GILMORE BK #3  
□ WILD COWBOY NIGHTS—KATEE ROBERT  

□ DEFENDING RAVEN—SUSAN STOKER BK #6 T/P  
□ A COWBOY STATE OF MIND—JENNIE MARTS BK #1  

□ ROUGH CREEK—KAKI WARNER BK #1  
□ THE BEST MAN PLAN – JACI BURTON BK #1 

□ THE BAD BOY OF REDEMPTION RANCH—MAISEY YATES BK #10 
□ HIGH COUNTRY BRIDE – LINDA LAEL MILLER BK #1 *R/I* 
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 SHEILA CONNOLLY 
□ MURDER AT THE MANSION BOOK #1 $19.95 *REPACK* 
□ KILLER IN THE CARRIAGE HOUSE BOOK #2 $19.95 *REPACK* 
    

□ AMBUSH BEFORE SUNRISE—BJ DANIELS BOOK #3 $19.95 
□ Book #1 Restless Heart, □ Book #2 Heartbreaker. Includes “Gun-Shy 
Bride” (Orig 04/10). 
    

CAROL ERICSON  
□ EVASIVE ACTION BOOK #1 $19.95 
□ CHAIN OF CUSTODY BOOK #2 $19.95 
    

□ PERIL ON THE RANCH – FOSSEN/HELM $19.95 *REISSUE* 
“Always a Lawman” by Delores Fossen (Orig 11/17)  
 “Wyoming Cowboy Protection” by Nicole Helm (Orig 10/18)  
    

□ HER DEADLY SECRETS—LAURA GRIFFIN BOOK #2 $24.95 
*REPACK* □ Book #1 Desperate Girls. 
    

□ MISSION HER SHIELD—ANNA HACKETT BOOK #7 $35.00 
TRADE P/BACK □ Start with Mission Her Protection. 
    

□ WHAT SHE SAW—BARB HAN BOOK #6 $19.95 
□ Start with Cornered At Christmas. 
    

NICOLE HELM 
□ BACKCOUNTRY ESCAPE BOOK #3 $19.95 
□ Book #1 South Dakota Showdown, □ Book #2 Covert Complication. 
□ ISOLATED THREAT BOOK #4 $19.95 
    

□ PERSUASION – IRIS JOHANSEN BOOK $27 $47.95 H/COVER 
□ Start with The Face Of Deception. 
    

MARGARET KIRK  
□ SHADOW MAN  BOOK #1 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK  
□ WHAT LIES BURIED BOOK #2 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK 
    

□ LAST GIRL STANDING – LISA JACKSON/NANCY BUSH $24.95 
    

□ KILLER CHARDONNAY – KATE LANSING BOOK #1 $19.95 
    

□ HOME OF THE BRAVE – RACHEL LEE/MELISSA SENATE 
$19.95 “A Conard County Homecoming” by Rachel Lee  “A New Leash 
on Love” by Melissa Senate  
    

□ COTTAGE AT THE BEACH— LEETOBIN MCLAIN BK #1 $19.95  
□ DEATH BY AUCTION – ALEXIS MORGAN BOOK #3 $19.95 

□ Book #1 Death By Committee, □ Book #2 Death By Jack O Lantern. 
    

□ HIDEAWAY – NORA ROBERTS  
$32.99 TRADE P/BACK $47.95 H/COVERF 
    

□ INDING HER HERO – JOANN ROSS/MICHELLE MAJOR $19.95 
“It Happened One Week” by JoAnn Ross “Romancing the Wallflower” 
by Michelle Major  
    

□ UNTIL THE END – JUNO RUSHDAN BOOK #3 $19.95 □ Book #1 
Every Last Breath,  □ Book #2 Nothing To Fear. 
    

□ MIDNIGHT ABDUCTION—NICOLE SEVERN BOOK #3 $19.95  
□ Book #1 48 Hour Lockdown by Carla Cassidy, □ Book #2 Secret 
Investigations by Elizabeth Heiter. 
□ RUNNING OUT OF TIME – CINDI MYERS BOOK #4 $19.95 
    

AMANDA STEVENS 
□ WITHOUT A TRACE BOOK #1 $19.95 
□ A DESPERATE SEARCH BOOK #2 $19.95 
    

□ BROKEN – REBECCA ZANETTI BOOK #3 $19.95 
□ Book #1 Taken, □ Book #2 Fallen. 

□ THE FORGOTTEN DUKE – SOPHIE BARNES BOOK #5 $35.00 
TRADE P/BACK □ Start with A Most Unlikely Duke. 
    

WHEN YOU WISH UPON A ROGUE—ANNA BENNETT BK #3 $19.95 

□ Book #1 First Earl I See Tonight, □ Book #2 The Duke Is But A 
Dream.  
    

□THE OUTLAWS DAUGHTER—MARGARETE BROWNLEY 
BOOK #3 $19.95 □ Book #1 Cowboy Charm School, □ Book #2 The 
Cowboy Meets His Match. 
    

□A DARK AND STORMY KNIGHT—KERRIGAN BYRNE BK #7 
$35.00 TRADE P/BACK □ Start with The Highwayman. 
    

□ IN THE DARK WITH THE DUKE—CHRISTI CALDWELL  
BK #2 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK □ Book #1 In Bed With The Earl. 
    

□ NOTHING COMPARES TO THE DUKE—CHRISTY CARLISLE 
BOOK #3 $19.95 □ Book #1 A Duke Changes Everything, □ Book #2 
Anything But A Duke. 
    

□ MARRY IN SCARLET – ANNE GRACIE BOOK #4 $19.95 
□ Start with Marry In Haste. 
    

□ SAY YES TO THE DUKE—ELOISA JAMES BOOK #5 $19.95 
□ Start with Wilde In Love. 
    

□ THE HIGHLANDERS ENGLISH BRIDE – VANESS KELLY 
BOOK #3 $19.95 □ Book #1 The Highlander Who Protected Me,  
□ Book #2 The Highlanders Christmas Bride. 
    

S M LAVIOLETTE AKA MINERVA SPENCER 
□ THE MUSIC OF LOVE BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
□ A FIGURE OF LOVE BOOK #2 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
    

□ A ROYAL KISS AND TELL—JULIA LONDON BOOK #2 $24.95 
□ Book #1 The Princess Plan. 
    

□ NEVER CONSPIRE WITH A SINFUL BARON – RENEE ANN 
MILLER BK #4 $19.95 □ Start with Never Dare A Wicked Earl. 
    

LINDA LAEL MILLER  
□ THE YANKEE WIDOW $24.95 *REPACK*  
□ BANNER OBRIEN $35.00 T/P *REISSUE* (ORIG 84) 
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Coming next month… 
□ ABOUT A ROGUE — CAROLINE LINDEN BK #1  

□ THE DEVIL OF DOWNTOWN—JOANNA SHUPE BK #3   
□ DARING AND THE DUKE—SARAH MACLEAN BK #3  
□ THE REBEL WEARS PLAID—ELIZA KNIGHT BK #1  

□ A FAVOR FOR THE PRINCE—JANE ASHFORD BK #7  
□ A DAUNTLESS MAN —LEIGH GREENWOOD BK #2 *R/I*  

□ THE BLACK SWAN OF PARIS—KAREN ROBARDS T/P 
□ THE FOOTMAN AND I – VALERIE BOWMAN BK #1  

□ TO CATCH AN EARL – KATE BOWMAN BK #2 
□ A GOOD DUKE IS HARD TO FIND – CHRISTINA BRITTON BK #1 

□ LOVE IS BLIND—LYNSAY SANDS *REISSUE* 

 Preorders… 
□  SOMEONE TO LOVE—CHERYL HOLT BK #1 T/P DUE 18/7 
□ MY HIGHLAND ROGUE—KAREN RANNEY BK #1 DUE 28/7 

□  WOULD I LIE TO A DUKE—EVA LEIGH BK #2 DUE 28/7 
□  A DEFIANT MAN—LEIGH GREENWOOD BK #3 *REISSUE* 

DUE 28/7 
□ THE UNEXPECTED HEIRESS—KAITLIN O’REILY BK #3 

DUE 28/7 
□  SOMEONE TO CHERISH – CHERYL HOLT BK #2 T/P  

DUE 11/8   
□  HIGHLAND GLADIATOR—KATHRYN LEVEQUE BK #1  

DUE 25/8 
□  SOMEONE TO ROMANCE—MARY BALOGH BK #7 DUE 25/8 

□ LADY MAGGIES SCANDAL—GRACE BURROWES BK #2  
DUE 25/8 

□  BEAUTY TEMPTS THE BEAST – LORRAINE HEATH BK #6 
DUE 29/9 

□  MY KIND OF EARL – VIVIENNE LORRET BK #2 DUE 29/9 
□  ONCE DISHONORED—MARY JO PUTNEY BK #5 DUE 29/9 

□ HIGHLAND EVER AFTER—MAYA BANKS DUE 15/10 
□ THE HIGHLAND LAIRD—AMY JARECKI BK #8 DUE 27/10 

□ WHEN A ROGUE MEETS HIS MATCH—ELIZABETH HOYT 
BK #2 DUE 1/12 

□ TRULY MADLY PLAID—ELIZA KNIGHT BK #2 DUE 31/12 

Coming next month… 

□  BADLANDS BEWARE—NICOLE HELM BK #5 

□  RUNNING OUT OF TIME—CINDI MYERS BK #4  

□  REUNION AT THE SHORE — LEE TOBIN MCLAIN BK #2  

□  A DESPERATE SEARCH—AMANDA STEVENS BK #2  

□ FATAL DECEPTION – APRIL HUNT BK #3   

□ A FORGOTTEN MURDER – Jude Deveraux BK #3 *REPACK* 

□ DELTA FORCE DEFENDER – MEGAN CRANE BK #4 

□ NEVER LOOK BACK – MARY BURTON T/P 

□ STRANGERS SHE KNOWS – CHRISTINA DODD BOOK #3 

Preorders… 
□ DEADLOCK – CATHERINE COULTER BK #24 H/C DUE 28/7 

□ BLIND FAITH—SHARON SALA BK #3 DUE 28/7 
□ GOLDEN IN DEATH—J D ROBB BK #50 *REPACK* DUE 28/7 

□  LABYRINTH—CATHERINE COULTER BK #23  *REPACK* 
□ SHADOWS IN DEATH—J D ROBB BK #51 H/C & T/P DUE 8/9 

□ FATAL DECEPTION—APRIL HUNT BK 3 DUE 10/11 
□ RIDE THE TIDE—JULIE ANN WALKER BK #3 DUE 24/11 
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MARIE ANDREAS 
□ THE MAYHEM OF MERMAIDS BOOK #2 $35.00 TRADE P/
BACK □ Book #1 A Curious Invasion. 
□ THE GIRL WITH THE IRON WING BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE 
P/BACK  
    

□ THE OBSIDIAN TOWER – MELISSA CARUSO BOOK #4 $22.99 
TRADE P/BACK □ Start with The Tethered Mage. 
    

□ THE BETROTHED—KIERA CASS BOOK #1 $16.99 T/P  
    

□ THE BALLAD OF SONGBIRDS AND SNAKES—SUZANNE 
COLLINS BOOK #0.5 $29.99 TRADE P/BACK  □ Book #1 Hunger 
Games, □ Book #2 Catching Fire, □ Book #3 Mockingjay. 
    
 

GRACE DRAVEN  
□ PHOENIX UNBOUND  BK #1 $29.95 T/P 
□ DRAGON UNLEASHED BK #2 $29.95 T/P     
    

□ SEEING DARKNESS—HEATHER GRAHAM BOOK #30 $24.95 
□ Start with Phantom Evil. 
    

□ EVERNIGHT – DONNA GRANT BOOK #5 $29.95 TRADE P/
BACK □ Start with Eversong. 
    

□ MARK OF EON – ANNA HACKETT BOOK #5 $35.00 TRADE P/
BACK □ Start with Edge Of Eon. 
    

□ THE WINTER SEA – SUSANNA KEARSEY BOOK #1 $24.95 
*REPACK* 
    

JEFFE KENNEDY  

□ THE ORCHID THRONE BK #1 $19.95 

□ THE FIERY CROWN BOOK #2 $19.95 
    

□ SPY SPY AGAIN – MERCEDES LACKEY BOOK #3 $47.95  
H/COVER □ Book #1 Eye Spy, □ Book #2 The Hills Have Spy. 
    

□  THIEF OF DREAMS—BEC MCMASTER BOOK #1 $25.95 T/P 

□ GRAVE MAGIC BOUNTY – SHANON MAYER  
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
    

□CHAOS REIGNING – JESSIES MIHALIK BOOK #3 $35.00 
TRADE P/BACK □ Book #1 Polaris Rising, □ Book #2 Aurora 
Blazing.  
    

□ THE FOURTH POWER—MICHELLE M PILLOW BOOK #3 
$40.00 TRADE P/BACK □ Book #1 Second Chance Magic, □ Book #2 
Third Times A Charm.  
    

□ CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF WITCHCRAFT – MANDY M 
ROTH BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK  
    

□ SKYWARD - BRANDON SANDERSON 
BOOK #1 $22.99 TRADE P/BACK *REPACK* 
    

□ ALPHA NIGHT – NALINI SINGH BOOK #4 $47.95 H/COVER 
$29.99 TRADE P/BACK □ Start with Silver Silence. 
    

□ NIGHT OF THE BILLIONAIRE WOLF – TERRY SPEAR  
BOOK #28 $19.95 □ Start with Heart Of the Wolf. 
    

□ WOLF UNDER FIRE – PAIGE TYLER BOOK #1 $19.95 
    

□ ARCTIC BITE – NJ WALTERS BOOK #2 $35.00 TRADE P/
BACK □ Book #1 Fury Unleashed. 

□ DESTINY’S KNIGHT—LEXXIE COUPER BOOK 
#1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
 
EVE LANGLAIS 
□ JANE DAVEYS LOCKET BOOK #8 $25.95 TRADE 
P/BACK  Start with Welcome To Hell Vol 1. 
□ TWISTED METAL HEART BOOK #3 $35.00 
TRADE P/BACK  Book #1 Toxic Dust, Book #2 
Wasteland Treasure. 
 
□ THE DEVIL IS MY BOSS—MAKAYLA ROBERTS 
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK  
 
□ FOUR MONEY—JAYNE RYLON BOOK #1 $29.95 
TRADE P/BACK 

□ FINAL DANCE: PART ONE—SAMANTHA CAYTO BOOK #8 
$35.00 TRADE P/BACK □ Start with Blood Dance 
    

□ OUTBACK TREASURE VOLUME 2 —ANN GRECH BOOK #2 
$35.00 TRADE P/BACK □ Book #1 Outback Treasure Vol1. 
    

□ THE VAMIRES FAMILIAR—TJ NICHOLS BOOK #2 $35.00 
TRADE P/BACK □ Book #1 The Witchs Familiar. 

 Coming next month… 
□ CONVENTIONALLY YOURS—ANNABETH ALBERT BK #1 
T/P  
□ TWO ROGUES MAKLE A RIGHT—CAT SEBASTIAN BK #3  
□ BOYFRIEND MATERIAL—ALEXIS HALL BK #2 T/P  
□ CATCH OF A LIFETIME—ANDREW GREY *REPACK* 
 

Coming next month... 

□ AMERICAN DEMON – KIM HARRISON BK #16 H/C  

□ DRAGON WATCH—DONNA GRANT BK #19.5 T/P 

□ FLAME – DONNA GRANT BK #20  

□ PRISONER OF NIGHT – JR WARD BK #18  

□ DESOLATION ROAD – CHRISTINE FEEHAN BK #4  

□ NOIR FATALE—HAMILTON/ET AL *REPACK*  

□ A TOUCH OF STONE AND SNOW—MILLA VANE BK #2  

□ AT THE END OF THE WORLD – RINGO/GANNON BK#9 H/C 

□ RULE—ROWENNA MILLER BK #3 T/P  

□ WITCHY WINTER – D J BUTLER BK #2 *REPACK* 

□ SIXTEENTH WATCH – MYKE COLE T/P 

Preorders… 
□ DEADLY TOUCH —HEATHER GRAHAM BK #31 DUE 21/7 

□ AT DEATHS DOOR—SHERRILYN KENYON BK #3 *REPACK*  
DUE 28/7 

□ SPELLS FOR THE DEAD—FAITH HUNTER BK # 5 DUE 28/7 
□ SUCKER PUNCH—LAURELL K HAMILTON BK #27 H/C&T/P 

DUE 4/8 
□ DARK ILLUSION—CHRISTINE FEEHAN BK #33 DUE 4/8 *REPACK* 
□ MIDNIGHT SUN—STEPHENIE MEYER H/C & T/P DUE 4/8  
□ THE JACKAL—J R WARD BK #1 H/C &T/P *BBD SPIN OFF* 

DUE 11/8 
□ EMERALD BLAZE – ILONA ANDREWS BK #5 DUE 25/8  

□ THE SIREN AND THE DEEP BLUE SEA—KERRELYN SPARKS BK #5  
T/P DUE 25/8 

□ KINGDOM OF SHADOW AND LIGHT – KAREN MARIE MONING BK #11 
HC DUE 25/8 

□ THE BLOOD KING—ABIGAIL OWEN BK #2 DUE 25/8 
□ SEASON OF THE WOLF—MARIA VALE BK #4 DUE 25/8 

□ THERE WILL BE DRAGONS—JOHN RINGO BK #1 H/C DUE 1/9 
□ TO SLEEP IN A SEA OF STARS—CHRISTOPHER PAOLINI BK #1 T/P 

DUE 15/9 
□ IMMORTAL ANGEL—LYNSAY SANDS BK #31 DUE 22/9 

□THE SINNER—JR WARD BK #18 *REPACK* DUE 29/9 
□ JOY TO THE WOLVES—TERRY SPEAR  BK #1 DUE 29/9 
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Coming next month… 

□ FOUR LOVE—JAYNE RYLON BK #2 T/P  

□ ON MY WAY—EVE LANGLAIS BK #2 T/P 

□ BRIDE OF THE SEA MONSTER—EVE LANGLAIS BK #9 T/P 

□ WILD AND FREE—VELLA MUNN T/P 

□ RUNNING WITH THE DEVIL – LORELEI JAMES T/P *REPUBLISH* 

□ SAINT – CHANTAL FERNANDO BK #1  

Preorders… 
□ BOUND BY SHADOWS—Kathy Lyons BK #1 *RENAME/REPUBLISH* Due 28/7 
□ RENEGADE—CHANTAL FERNANDO BK #2 DUE 20/7 
□CATASTROPHIC ATTRACTION—EVE LANGLAIS BK #4 T/P DUE 1/8 
□ TEMPER—CHANTAL FERNANDO BK #3 DUE 1/8 
□ TIGER MOM—EVE LANGLAIS BK #4 T/P DUE 28/8 
□ OLD DEMON AND THE SEA WITCH—EVE LANGLAIS BK #10 T/P DUE 
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Preorders… 
□ PULLING STRINGS – ANDREW GREY  *REPACK* DUE 
21/7 
□ SAVIOR – RHYS FORD BK #1 *REPACK* DUE 21/7 
□ WERE GEEK SAVES WISCONSIN – KATHY LOVE BK #1 
DUE 21/7  

 
□ LIPS ARE SEALED – CHARLIE COCHET BK #2 *REPACK* 
DUE 11/8 
□ WHERE NERVES END – LA WHITT BK #1 *REPACK* DUE 
11/8 
 


